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Abstract 
In the near future, mobile computing systems are expected to support a large number 
of mobile users with diverse network services. However, due to physical constraints, 
the limitation in wireless communication bandwidth between the base stations and the 
mobile computers becomes more severe. Moreover, the rapid growth in the scale of 
mobile computing systems results in substantial protocol overheads. This may offset 
other computation and communication activities. 
To cope with these problems, we present a novel distributed caching protocol that 
can reduce the wireless bandwidth consumption as well as improve the response times 
for data accesses. We also propose a new mobile terminal tracking protocol that can 
track the mobile computers more effectively. Using these protocols, the contention of 
the wireless communication channel can be lowered. Therefore, more mobile computers 
can be supported inside the network and the system capacity is increased. 
Our distributed caching protocol is different from the other techniques in the way 
that we take advantage of the dissemination power of the wireless channel. Unlike the 
techniques employed in conventional distributed systems, we also address the issues 
that the resources, specifically the main memory, at the mobile computers are also 
limited. There are other broadcasting protocols that minimize the response times for 
data accesses. On the other hand, they cannot balance the tradeoffs between the 
needs of different mobile computers. It is found that, by doing so, the contention at 
the wireless channel can be further reduced. 
One of the main contributions in our work on mobile terminal tracking is that we 
propose a new general framework that can model a large class of movement patterns 
of mobile computers. This framework facilitates us to compare different tracking pro-
tocols and address the impacts on them under various movements patterns. Different 
from the previous work, we also discuss the time-varying property of the location of 
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In this thesis, we propose two methods to enhance the system capacity and effective-
ness of mobile computing systems by reducing the consumption of system resources, 
especially the wireless communication bandwidth. First, we present a novel distributed 
caching protocol for the base station and the mobile computers. This protocol exploits 
the dissemination power of the wireless channel to deliver information to several mobile 
computers at the same time. Moreover, it manages to balance the tradeoffs among the 
data requests from different mobile computers. 
Another contribution of our work is to propose a new and general method that 
minimizes the protocol overhead for mobile terminal tracking. This includes a new 
prediction scheme that can predict the current location of a mobile computer at a 
higher accuracy. Using this result, we devise an optimal paging algorithm that searches 
for a mobile computer at the lowest cost while satisfies the delay constraint at the same 
time. Lastly, we also present a new updating protocol that is more adaptive than other 
existing protocols under different user movement patterns. 
The personal communication network (PCN) is the underlining communication 
network system to support mobile computing. It is an integrated, heterogenous system 
of the wired and the wireless networks, which allows users to move around different 
locations while maintaining their connectivity with the network system. An overview 
on the architecture and related issues about this system will be addressed in Chapter 2. 
The remainder of this chapter discusses the related work and elaborates our con-
tribution in this thesis. To begin with, we discuss related work and current issues on 
distributed data caching in Section 1.1. Also, the outline of our approach is presented. 
Afterwards, we discuss mobile terminal tracking problem and briefly introduce our 
work in this problem in Section 1.2. Lastly, we present an overview of this thesis in 
Section 1.3. 
1 
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1.1 Distributed Data Caching 
Information retrieval is one of the standard services provided by computer networks. 
Therefore, the personal communication system is expected to provide connected users 
with access to a large amount of information. It is often accomplished by using a 
database management system inside the network. 
Database management systems have been studied widely in the past decades [KS91]. 
Recently, there are also many research projects on the distributed database manage-
ment systems. In these systems, data are replicated and stored inside a network of 
computers so as to reduce the database access times, enhance the data availability and 
increase fault tolerance under the distributed system environment [BHG87]. 
Subsequently, with the introduction of client-server systems, data caching tech-
niques are developed to shorten the data access delays at the database client side [FC92 . 
In these systems, there are abundant amount of system resources like communication 
bandwidth, disk storage, and memory. The main objective of caching is to reduce the 
data access rate to the server by rerouting some of the data accesses to the clients' 
local cache. This is achieved at the expense of other system resources such as disk 
space at the client side and communication bandwidth. Therefore, the main approach 
to do caching is to let clients cache all the data that they might access in the future, 
without being concerned about the exhaustion of system resources. 
The personal communication system (PCN) is a new kind of client-server system, 
in which the mobile computers act as clients to access information at the wired network 
system. However, there are so many differences between the PCN and the conventional 
client-server system that deeper investigation is essential to exploit its full potential. 
Figure 1.1 shows the general configuration for database access in a mobile com-
puting environment. In this environment, a database management system is running 
inside the wired network. The mobile computers access the database by sending re-
quests through the base station and wait for the reply. 
In general, the mobile computers suffer from resource limitation. They have limited 
memory, storage, power supply, and so on. More importantly, the wireless communica-
tion channel has a much lower bandwidth than a communication channel in the wired 
network. This will become the bottleneck of the whole personal communication system 
if the wireless communication bandwidth is not carefully managed. In view of these 
constraints, our primary objective of using distributed caching is not to improve the 
performance of data access, but to reduce wireless channel contention. 
Research results of data caching in wireless network environments have been re-
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Figure 1.1: The Personal Communication Network Architecture 
ported in [HSW94, HW94]. In that work, Huang et al. present two cost models for 
wireless communication, namely the message-based model which counts the number 
of message exchanges, and the connection-based model which depends on the sizes of 
the messages sent. Based on these two cost models, a dynamic caching protocol is 
proposed to decide when a data object should be cached at a mobile computer so as 
to lower the communication cost. In that protocol, a data object will be cached at a 
mobile computer if, based on the most recent access history of the mobile computer to 
that object, the expected cost for read is higher than that for writes, and vice versa. 
This protocol, however, is analyzed only from the individual mobile computer's 
point of view. Furthermore, they have not addressed the wireless channel as an effective 
medium to broadcast information to many mobile computers simultaneously. They 
have also taken no consideration on the storage limitations of mobile computers. This 
turns out to be a significant problem because these factors affect the cache selection 
criteria and thereby the performance of the data access. 
There are also other research projects which explored the dissemination feature 
of the wireless communication. In [BI94, JBEA95], Barbara, Imielinski and Jing et 
al. focus on how the cache invalidation information can be organized and delivered so 
as to reduce the wireless communication overhead and the power consumption at the 
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mobile computers. The general approach is to summarize the database updates during 
a past period of time, and then create a forward index for the invalidation information. 
Nevertheless, the servers have no knowledge of what data the mobile computers are 
really caching. Therefore, the server needs to broadcast all the data updates. This 
is wasteful because not all data changes are useful to the mobile computers within a 
particular cell of a wireless network. 
In [AAFZ95, AFZ96, AFZ95], Acharya et al. propose to exploit the wireless broad-
cast as an effective medium to deliver frequently accessed information. They mainly 
focus on how to organize the data into the broadcast channel so as to achieve a min-
imum expected time for a mobile computer to access a desired piece of data. The 
organization depends on the access patterns of the mobile computers to the database. 
In a nutshell, the more frequently the data is accessed, the more frequently this data 
is broadcasted. However, as different mobile computers may have different access 
patterns, some computers might access intensively some data that are not frequently 
broadcasted by the server. In this situation, the access delay may be very large. To 
cope with this problem, the authors propose a cache management algorithm at the 
mobile computers that caches data with the largest access rate to broadcast frequency 
ratio. However, they have not addressed the update problem in their protocol. Also, 
they have not addressed that some data should be delivered through the individual 
channels rather than using the broadcast channel. 
One of the main contributions of our work is to propose a novel and effective 
distributed caching strategy that takes the advantage of the broadcast nature of the 
wireless communication effectively. Our distributed caching algorithm can reduce the 
overall bandwidth consumption of the wireless network system and, as a result, the 
effective capacity of the system is increased. Moreover, we find that by using our 
proposed strategy, the expected response times for data accesses are further improved. 
All these attractive gains make the entire system more cost-effective. 
It is important to note that in our proposed strategy, we address the problem of 
selecting a subset of frequently accessed data objects to disseminate by the base station 
such that caching can be efficiently supported. Therefore, this strategy can be used 
in conjunction with other techniques, such as those mentioned above [AAFZ95, BI94, 
JBEA95], to achieve a superior performance. 
We first propose a simple protocol, which can be readily extended. In this pro-
tocol, the base station periodically selects a subset of data and broadcasts it to all 
mobile computers within a cell. Upon receipt of the broadcast, each mobile computer 
will cache a subset of the broadcasted data, based on its individual data access pat-
tern. Therefore, there are two selection processes in this protocol, one at the mobile 
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computers and one at the base station. 
If a data object is cached by a mobile computer, all read accesses by this computer 
can be satisfied by the local cache. On the contrary, if there is any change to this 
object, the base station has to send an update to the mobile computer. This results in 
a communication overhead. As a result, caching a data object may not always result 
in a reduction in communication overhead. It depends on the rate at which the mobile 
computer reads the data object, and the rate at the data object is updated. In this 
regard, the objective of the mobile computer is to select a subset of data objects into 
its limited cache such that the communication overhead is minimized. 
The situation at the base station is similar, but with more complications. If the 
base station broadcasts a data object and some mobile computers cache it, then a 
reduction in communication can be achieved if the data object is accessed more fre-
quently by those mobile computers than being updated. However, if there is only a 
few mobile computers which will cache that data object, there will be less reduction in 
communication overhead; or the overhead may even be higher. The interesting problem 
is how the base station can know what mobile computers will cache the data object. 
Given an answer to this problem, the base station will then need to select a subset of 
data objects to broadcast so as to achieve a maximum saving in communication. 
In this thesis, we prove that the two selections are both NP-hard. We therefore pro-
pose heuristic algorithms for both sides so as to achieve near-optimal performance. It 
is shown by experiments that our proposed strategy can achieve a significant improve-
ment in the overall system performance of the wireless network. Detailed discussion 
will be carried out in Chapter 3. 
1.2 Mobile Terminal Tracking 
In the mobile computing environment, the mobile computers will release their wireless 
connections with the base station when communication is no longer needed. This can 
save power consumption at the mobile computers and also release the precious wireless 
communication resource for other computers. Nevertheless, if a mobile computer goes 
to a different cell, the personal communication network will have no information about 
this movement. In other words, the location information of this mobile computer at 
the wired network will become out-dated. 
This brings the need for mobile terminal tracking, which is a mechanism to enable 
the PCN to locate a disconnected mobile computer and then re-establish a connection 
to it. The mobile terminal tracking problem has been studied extensively [BNKS94, 
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BNK93, MHS94, Ros96, AH95b] with the target at minimizing the consumption of 
system resources, especially communication overhead. This is important because the 
limited system resources are shared by a large number of mobile computers. An effec-
tive utilization of these resources can increase the system capacity and also enhance 
performance. 
Currently, a protocol for mobile terminal tracking is adopted inside the European 
GSM standard and the IS-41 standard in the United States. Under these standards, 
a cellular network is statically partitioned into a number of subareas. Each subarea 
contains a number of cells in vicinity with each other. A mobile computer will register 
with the wired network the subarea where it is currently situated. This subarea is also 
known as the registration area for the computer. The whole architecture for mobility 
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Figure 1.2: System Architecture for Mobility Management 
There are two types of database management system to maintain the location infor-
mation of the mobile computers, namely the Home Location Register and the Visitor 
Location Register. In each personal communication network, there is logically one 
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Home Location Register (HLR) to store the most up-to-date location and user-related 
information about all the mobile computers. This database is often implemented in 
a distributed manner over the whole wired network so as to improve the efficiency 
and load balance of the system. The Visitor Location Register (VLR) is implemented 
inside each registration area. It is used to cache location, authentication, and user 
access control information for all mobile computers inside its managing area. In GSM, 
the VLR communicates with the HLR through Signalling System Number 7 (SS7) 
protocol, which is commonly used in ISDN and current public networks. 
If a mobile computer moves from one registration area to another, it will send a 
location update message to the VLR in the new registration area. The VLR will then 
co]fitact the HLR for an update. The HLR update its database, notify the old VLR 
of the mobile computer to delete its old record, and then send an acknowledgment 
back to the new VLR. Therefore, a location update consumes wireless communication 
bandwidth, database update overhead and the system signalling cost inside the wired 
network. 
This configuration and protocol, however, provides potential performance prob-
lems. First of all, the protocol involves a lot of signalling in the wired network. More-
over, the two-level architecture of the location database system are not effective. There 
are many research efforts to enhance this architecture [JLLM94, HA95a, LL96, PA96, 
HS96]. In this thesis, on the other hand, we will look into another problem on mobile 
terminal tracking. We will look into the problem of location update and paging, which 
consumes the wireless communication resource. 
Whenever a mobile computer moves from one registration area to another, an 
update message will be sent. If a mobile computer frequently moves across a boundary 
between two adjacent registration areas, unnecessary overhead is incurred. The reason 
for this problem is that the boundaries for the registration areas are fixed. 
In order to alleviate this problem, other dynamic approaches to assign the regis-
tration area are proposed [AH95b, BNKS94, MHS94, TA96]. Rather than fixing the 
boundaries of the registration areas, one alternative is to draw a new registration area 
for each update such that the reporting cell will be the center of the new area. This 
registration area is specified in terms of a number of rings of cells around the last 
reporting cell. When a mobile computer leaves its registration area, it means that it 
has left its last reporting location for a certain distance. Then, an update message has 
to be sent. It is called the distance-based protocol [AH95b, MHS94]. 
Apart from the distance-based protocol, another similar type of protocol, called 
the time-based protocol [BNKS94, Ros96], is introduced. In this protocol, a specific 
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time limit is set. If a mobile computer has not sent any location information for this 
time limit, it will send an update message to the network system. 
In the above various update protocols, the mobile computer does not need to send 
update messages for every change in its cell location. As a result, the wired system 
does not know the exact location of the computer. Whenever the wired system tries 
to establish a communication channel with the computer, it has to find out where 
the computer currently is. This involves a paging process in which the base stations 
send polling messages to the cells in the network and wait for the reply of the target 
computer. 
One simple method is to page all the cells in the network at the same time. However, 
it results in the largest system overhead in wireless communication. Another method 
is to page cells in two phases. In the first phase, the registration area of the mobile 
computer is paged first. If the computer cannot be found, other cells will be paged in 
the second phase. Other paging methods have also been proposed in [AGG96, Ver96, 
RY95]. These paging methods are based on the probability that the mobile computer 
being called for will be inside a particular cell at a certain time. These new methods 
can induce lower system overhead. 
In [AH95b, BNKS94, MHS94, Ros96], Akyildiz, Bar-Noy, Madhow and Rose have 
done mathematical analyses to show the performance of the tracking protocols. In [AH95b, 
BNKS94], however, they assume that the user has a uniform movement pattern, i.e. 
the user moves from one cell to one of the neighboring cells with even probability and 
at the same movement rate. Moreover, they use steady state analysis to quantify the 
performance of their protocol, which is only valid for their uniform movement model. 
These assumptions may be not be general enough to incorporate realistic situations. A 
user usually has a unique, non-symmetric movement pattern over the cellular network. 
In addition, the cost of paging depends on the actual movement of the mobile user. 
As a result, steady state analyses may not be appropriate. 
Besides the time-based and the distance-based protocols in which the mobile com-
puter decides to send updates spontaneously, there is another category of location 
update protocol described in [LW95]. In that work, Lee and Wong suggest the wired 
network to periodically broadcast queries to request for the replies from a specified sub-
set of mobile computers. If a mobile computer belongs to the subset, it will respond 
to the base station by replying yes or no, which can be encrypted in just one bit. By 
making a series of different queries, the wired network will get the location information 
of the mobile computers at a high accuracy. In this way, the update overhead and the 
paging cost are lowered. 
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In a nutshell, the problem of mobile terminal tracking can be divided into the 
following orthogonal problems [RY95]: 
1. How to derive reliable time-varying location probabilities for a mobile computer, 
i.e. the probability that the computer is currently in a particular cell at a specific 
time? 
2. Given these location probabilities, what is the optimal paging method such that 
the overall cost is minimized? 
3. Given a paging method and the associated costs, what is the optimal update 
protocol for the mobile computers? 
One contribution of this thesis is to develop a mathematical framework that enables 
us to model general user movement patterns inside network. This model is more general 
than the one proposed in [AH95b] because it allows non-uniform movement of a mobile 
terminal inside the cellular network. This is much more realistic as under practical 
cases where users have general habitual movement patterns. 
This location model is composed of a Markov process whose states represent the 
time-varying locations of a mobile computer. The rate of state change are the rate 
at which the computer moves from one cell to another cell. Using this model, we use 
the uniformization method [Jen53, dSeSG90], which is well-known for its efficiency 
and numerical stability, to obtain the time-varying state probabilities of the Markov 
process. By using this method, prediction on the time-varying locations of a user can 
be more accurate. This allows us to achieve a better minimization on the cost of paging. 
Furthermore, our model is not just for performance evaluation on the protocols, but 
also efficient to use in actual implementation. 
By using these location probabilities, we devise an optimal paging algorithm which 
pages for a mobile computer at the minimum system overhead while satisfies certain 
delay constraint at the same time. This problem has been investigated in [AH95b]. 
However, since they have assumed the uniform movement pattern, their protocol may 
not be able to perform well at general movement patterns. In [RY95], the authors has 
modeled this problem into a constrained optimization problem. However, it is difficult 
to know the exact complexity for solving the problem. Our method, on the other 
hand, uses a dynamic programming approach to obtain an optimal paging protocol 
under different movement patterns. Therefore, we will also quantify the complexity of 
the algorithm. 
Another important advantage of this model is to provide a unified framework to 
compare the performance of different tracking protocols. Under this framework, we 
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can also analyze the impacts of different movement patterns to the protocols. In 
Chapter 4, we will derive performance measures for both the time-based method and 
the distance-based method. 
Last but not the least, we have proposed a new protocol, the reverse-guessing 
protocol. This protocol uses another heuristic based on the prediction result we can 
obtain in our proposed method. We find that our method outperforms the time-based 
and the distance-based methods. The main advantage of this protocol is that our 
reverse-guessing protocol is more adaptive in choosing the right time for the mobile 
computer to send an update message under general movement patterns. 
1.3 Thesis Overview 
In this chapter, we have introduced the contribution we present in this thesis, which 
are distributed data caching and mobile terminal tracking. In Chapter 2, we introduce 
the personal communication network, which is the underlining network platform for 
the mobile computing environment. We also discuss the issues and difficulties related 
to the implementation of such system, namely the resource limitations and mobility of 
mobile computers. In Chapter 3, we will investigate the use of distributed data caching 
as a way to solve the contention at the wireless channel. This is done by proposing 
a protocol that broadcasts data objects and their changes to the mobile computers. 
In Chapter 4, we discuss the issues on the mobile terminal tracking. We also propose 
a new protocol and can further lower the system cost to do terminal tracking. In 
addition, performance analyses and experiments are carried out throughout this thesis 




Mobile computing has generated much attention in recent years. With the rapid ad-
vances in network technologies, the integration of wired and wireless network systems 
brings the convenience for mobile users to access online information seamlessly while 
they are moving around different places. This new kind of systems are expected to 
support a large amount of mobile users in the near future. Moreover, it will sup-
port a wide variety of network services, from conventional communication services 
like telephony, facsimile and teletex, through ordinary computer network activities 
like electronic mail, remote computer access, file transfer and world-wide-web access, 
to advanced, communication-intensive applications like video conferencing, and image 
and video retrieval [MGTH95, MJSL96 . 
In this chapter, we introduce the personal communication network [LQ95, DN95, 
FZ94], which is the underlying network system to support the appealing mobile com-
puting environment. In Section 2.1, we present the general architecture of the system. 
After that, we discuss issues on two unique characteristics of this system that differ 
itself from the conventional wired networks. We will look into resource limitations and 
mobility of mobile computers in Sections 2.2 and 2.3 respectively. 
2.1 Network Architecture 
The personal communication network (PCN) is an integrated system of wired and 
wireless networks. The wired network forms the backbone of the whole system, 
which is a heterogeneous network of high speed, integrated service sub-networks: 
asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) networks, public switched telephone networks 
(PSTNs), integrated service digital networks (ISDNs), fast Ethernet, etc. The wireless 
11 
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sub-networks—such as wireless local area networks (wireless LANs), wireless public 
branch exchange (wireless PBX), satellite systems, and so on—provide the communi-
cation channels between the wired backbone and the mobile computers (or terminals). 
The overall architecture of a PCN is illustrated in Figure 2.1. 
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Figure 2.1: The Personal Communication Network Architecture 
In general, the wireless communication system employs a cellular architecture. In 
this configuration, the geographical area covered by the wireless networks is partitioned 
into cells, each of which is managed by a base station. The base station is a static 
computer with wireless communication capability, which is responsible to gateway 
messages between the wired network system and the mobile computers within its cell. 
The major advantage for this cellular architecture is that it allows spatial frequency 
reuse: the same electromagnetic frequency spectrum for the communication can be 
used again within other cells under the condition that the cells are so distant apart 
that their communication will not interfere each other. 
However, a mobile computer may not be able to connect to the base station at all 
time even if it is located inside the corresponding cell. This is due to the physical char-
acteristics of electromagnetic waves, traffic congestion at the wireless channel, or high 
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mobility of mobile computers (as will be discussed later). In order to support a more 
reliable physical connection, multi-tier cellular systems are employed. In addition to 
the ordinary cell partitions, these systems also contain macrocells that cover the same 
geographic area of the ordinary cell partitions. On the other hand, each macrocell 
covers a larger area and so, it may span over many ordinary cells. It is commonly sup-
ported by satellite communication and provides alternative communication channels 
to the mobile computers so that more reliable communication can be obtained. 
In order to support multiple mobile computers in a cell at the same time, some 
multiple access control schemes are employed at the base station. Currently, some com-
mon methods include digital sense multiple access (DSMA) in cellular digital packet 
data (CDPD) systems, time-division multiple access (TDMA) and frequency-division 
multiple access scheme (FDMA) in Global System for Mobile Communication (GSM) 
systems, and code-division multiple access (CDMA) schemes. These schemes divide 
the wireless communication resource along different domains (time, frequency and 
code) into numerous, independent communication channels. Each mobile computer 
will be allocated one or more channels for the communication with the base station, 
in accordance with the communication requirement of the mobile computer, the chan-
nel resource allocation schemes and the channels allocated to other mobile computers 
inside the cells nearby [PSS95]. 
Besides those separate channels for each mobile computer, some channels are also 
reserved for the base station to disseminate control signals and frequently requested 
information to multiple mobile computers at the same time. All the mobile computers 
will listen to these channels as well as those allocated for their own use. With this 
broadcast feature, information can be delivered efficiently to any number of mobile 
computers within a cell. This broadcast feature is one of the advantages for wireless 
network systems. By managing the broadcast channels effectively, the system can be 
scaled up easily. 
2.2 Resource Limitations 
Despite the above advantage, on the other hand, the wireless system suffers from 
various resource limitations. One critical limitation is the overall channel bandwidth for 
wireless communication. To illustrate, the bandwidth of conventional wired networks 
ranges from 10Mbps (Ethernet) to QbOMbps (ATM network), while that of wireless 
networks ranges from 9.6kbps (GSM system) to 2Mbps (wireless LAN). This difference 
is due to the physical constraints of electromagnetic waves, the range of spectrum 
allocated for communication, and the drastically increase in demand for more separate 
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channels to support the exponentially growing number of subscribers to the system. 
Therefore, wireless communication becomes the contention point for the whole PCN. 
To account for portability, mobile computers also suffer from other resource limita-
tions. Examples are power supply, CPU processing power, main memory and secondary 
storage [KKT93]. Although the advances of hardware technologies have lessened these 
limitations substantially, there is still a wide gap between mobile computers and the 
desktop computers. Compared with the personal computers or workstations, the mo-
bile computers is only capable of doing simpler jobs in terms of both computation and 
storage requirements. 
Power management policies are also employed to cope with the power limitation 
problems. Under these policies, if a mobile computer is idle for a certain period of time, 
it will go into sleep or doze mode [FZ94] in which the harddisk will be slowed down or 
even turned off; the liquid crystal display (LCD) will be off; and the CPU will run at a 
lower speed. This mechanism can lower the power dissipation at various components 
of a mobile computer. Also, wireless communication will become semi-functional or 
even in the off state. In this case, the mobile computer will no longer be connected 
to the base station at all time. Extra measures, which will be discussed later in this 
chapter, are required to ensure efficient and correct information exchange. 
Besides all these limitations, there are always new applications with higher resource 
requirements. As a result, the resource management problem in PCNs becomes very 
challenging. In this thesis, we provide insights to these problems and address on how 
the scarcity of various resources can be eased by distributed caching. 
2.3 Mobility 
Another unique characteristic of cellular networks is the mobility of mobile computers. 
As we have mentioned before, the geographic region covered by the cellular network 
is divided into many cells. All the communication of mobile computers inside a cell 
is managed by a specific base station. However, because a mobile user is allowed to 
move freely inside the whole geographic area, he/she may go through many different 
cells during the movement. In this case, the mobile computer must switch from the 
old base station to a new one inside the new cell in order to maintain the ongoing 
connection with the wired system. 
The switch over of an ongoing connection between different base stations is known 
as the handover (or handoff) process [Pol96]. This process can be triggered by different 
kinds of events. Usually, it can be triggered by a drop in the power of the signal from 
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the current base station and a rise in the power of another signal. It involves acquiring 
a free channel (or several channels) from the new base station, releasing the old channel 
(channels) to the old base station, and registering the new location information with 
the location management system. All these procedures require resource overheads for 
control signalling, packet reroute [IDM95, BB94, Joh94, PB94], and database updates 
in location information. 
Apart from the resource overhead, handover may also induce a short disconnec-
tion to switch over a new base station. In the worst case, it may also result in a call 
termination if free channels are not available in the new cell. Moreover, a discon-
nection may also occur when the mobile computer stays inside a cell because of the 
waye properties of electromagnetic medium. On the other hand, this disconnection is 
predictable because the drop in power of a signal is gradual rather than abrupt. This 
kind of connection with frequent but expected disconnection is termed weak connec-
tivity [SKM+93]. It is very different from a low-bandwidth, reliable connection in the 
way that, for weak connectivity, the channel is usually unreliable. Special measures 
are necessary to handle the recovery of some network functions, such as network file 
system and database transactions [SKM+93, MES95, LS95], after connection failures. 
Another anomaly that comes with the mobility of mobile computers is the con-
sistency problem for data retrieval [BHG87]. In an ordinary distributed system, the 
global clock is implemented by a distributed synchronization protocol [Lam78]. How-
ever, due to the communication delays between different nodes of the system, the local 
clocks of these nodes are likely to be different in a particular physical time. As the 
wired network inside the PCN is also a distributed system, the base stations may also 
have different local clocks. In the distributed database aspects, which use a similar 
approach for data updating, the snapshots of replicated data among different base sta-
tions may also be different. Consider the case that a mobile computer acquires some 
data from one base station and then moves to a neighboring cell of a smaller logical 
clock value. Then, if that mobile computer acquires some other data with the new 
base station, there may be inconsistent among the data inside the local cache of the 
mobile computer. As a consequence, computation errors or transaction conflicts may 
occur if strict data consistency is required. 
The main reason behind this distributed system anomaly is the dynamic changes 
in the overall connectivity between the mobile computers and the wired network. Sev-
eral approaches are proposed to ensure correct distributed system semantics in the 
PCN. In [AB96, IA94], the authors propose an exactly-once multicast protocol. They 
have also propose a method in capturing distributed snapshots by causal ordering 
in [AB94b], and a checkpointing method in [AB94a]. Moreover, in [WL95], a multi-
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version approach is also proposed to solve the consistency problem. 
Besides the handover problem, problems also arise when the mobile computers 
move across different cells when the connections have not been established. In order to 
save the power consumption at the mobile computers and increase the availability of 
wireless channels, a mobile computer will release its connection with the base station 
if the communication activity is low. When the connection is off, the wired system is 
no longer able to know the exact location of the mobile computer inside the cellular 
system. 
During this disconnection, the wired system may attempt to contact the mobile 
computer. For example, another mobile computer wants to establish a connection with 
the computer; or the base station wants to send messages to that computer. In this 
situation, it needs to find out the exact location of the mobile computer. This is done 
by sending polling messages to the cellular system and waiting for the response from 
the mobile computer. This is called the paging process. One simple paging method 
is to send polling messages to all the cells at the same time. By doing so, we can 
achieve a minimum delay. On the other hand, as signals are sent all over the cells, 
the communication overhead will be very large. As mentioned above, the wireless 
communication bandwidth is very limited. It is of crucial importance to minimize 
paging cost since the number of mobile computers in the network is expected to be 
large. 
In view of this problem, mobile terminal tracking is introduced to lower the system 
cost by allowing the mobile computers to send their location information to the wired 
network system periodically. In this way, the wired system would then have some hints 
on the approximate location of a mobile computer. The broadcast procedure is then 
modified to send polling messages first to the cells where the target mobile computer 
is likely to be. In this manner, the expected polling cost is lowered, but another 
cost for the mobile computers to send update messages is induced. This protocol, 
therefore, inherits another issue on how to balance the tradeoffs with those two costs. 
Moreover, it also induces processing overhead at the wired network to manage the 
location information of the mobile computers inside the cellular network. This will be 
elaborated in Chapter 4. 
Chapter 3 
Distributed Data Caching 
In this chapter, we investigate the use of data caching as a way to reduce the wireless 
communication overhead for data delivery in a personal communication network. We 
propose a strategy that uses the broadcast channel efficiently to support caching at 
the mobile computers. 
In our strategy, the mobile computers will access a database of objects. The base 
station will choose a particular subset of data objects and support caching of them at 
the mobile computers. The mobile computers can then choose some of those objects 
and cache them. As the support of caching incurs a different communication overhead, 
we need to manage the selections both at the base station (for broadcast) and mobile 
computers (for caching) carefully. 
We will show that the selection processes to minimize the overall wireless com-
munication are NP-hard. As a result, we propose heuristic algorithms to tackle the 
problems. We also analyze and perform experiments to address the performance of 
our algorithms and compare them with a conventional client-server caching scheme. 
We find that our strategy can lower wireless bandwidth required for information 
delivery. Moreover, this strategy operates at a near-optimal performance under differ-
ent system configurations. This increases the precious wireless bandwidth available for 
other uses. In this way, the system capacity can be increased and thereby the system 
cost is reduced. Lastly, we find that our protocol can also improve the response time 
for users' requests. This makes the whole system more efficient and cost-effective. 
In the coming section, we present our system model that conceptualizes the wireless 
network environment, the broadcast protocols and its associated costs. In Section 3.2, 
we discuss the cache selection problem at the mobile computers. After that, the 
selection of data objects for broadcast at the base station are presented in Section 3.3. 
Performance analyses and experiments are done in Sections 3.4 and 3.5 respectively. 
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Lastly, we will discuss on the mobility issues and their impacts of the distributed 
caching protocol in Section 3.6. 
3.1 System Model 
In this section, we introduce our system model and the configuration of the wireless 
network environment (see Figure 3.1), which is a cellular network running a distributed 
database management system. There is a stationary server (base station) in each cell 
which is responsible for processing all requests from mobile computers within the cell. 
All these stationary servers are connected via a wired network. Below, we illustrate 
the caching protocol and the cost model which is based on the bandwidth consumption 
in the wireless network system. 
/ \ / \ ^ ^ ^ / base station \ 
%S^ 
mobile computers 
Figure 3.1: Wireless Network Environment for Data Caching 
3.1.1 The Wireless Network Environment 
As illustrated in Figure 3.1, a wireless network is composed of stationary servers, 
which are responsible for processing transactions generated by mobile computers within 
their own cells. The servers themselves form a wired distributed system in which a 
fully-replicated database resides. The database comprises a set T> of N data objects, 
0i ,02, . . . , ON' Each object oj is of a different size Sj (in bytes). We assume that the 
servers can maintain the consistency among the different copies of data objects through 
some distributed database replication protocols [Sto79, Tho79]. 
A mobile computer accesses the database by communicating with the server in 
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its cell through the wireless medium. The server-to-client channel, also known as the 
downlink channel, is a one-to-all broadcast channel while the client-to-server channel, 
namely the uplink channel, is a one-to-one channel. Such network can be an imple-
mentation of a DSMA network [LQ95]. 
As the wireless communication within a cell is independent of that within other 
cells, we concentrate on the management of the wireless communication resource inside 
a single cell. Within a cell, there are M mobile computers, mi, m2, . . . , ruM. Note 
that, the number of mobile computers within a cell may change over time due to the 
unrestricted mobility of mobile computers. The mobile computers can access objects 
in the database by communicating with the base station of the cell. On the other hand, 
we make a simplified assumption that only the server can update the objects in the 
database. This assumption is equivalent to the situation where the mobile computers 
send requests to the server to update the data objects on their behalves. Let the 
individual read rate of a mobile computer mi to object Oj G V be \\y Also, let the 
aggregate write rate of all the servers in the wired distributed system to an object Oj 
be XJ. Note that, the aggregate write rate of an object can be higher than the sum of 
the read rates within a single cell because write requests can be generated from many 
other cells of the whole personal communication network. 
It is important to point out that there are approaches to estimate the access rates 
mentioned above via statistical methods. For example, the access rates can be gathered 
from statistics of the past habitual access patterns of the mobile computers, as it is 
very probable that each user will have a particular access pattern over a subset of the 
data in T>. In addition, more reliable statistics can be obtained from users' reservation 
requests. For example, a stockbroker may set up his mobile computer to get the 
stock prices at regular intervals. Such access profiles can also provide more precise 
information for determining access statistics. 
In order to reduce the wireless bandwidth consumption, some of the data objects 
in the database will be cached in the mobile computers. In other words, data objects 
are copied at the mobile computers while other mobile computers can still access 
the copies at the server. Let the size of the cache memory of a mobile computer 
rui be Ci bytes. In order to maintain the consistency among the copies of a data 
object, some consistency protocols are required. In the next section, we will describe 
an interval-based distributed caching protocol which maintains cache consistency for 
mobile computers inside a cell. 
3.1.2 Caching Protocol 
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Figure 3.2: The Caching Protocol 
The caching protocol is illustrated in Figure 3.2. In this protocol, the time domain 
is divided into a sequence of broadcast periods with constant length T. At the beginning 
of each broadcast period, data objects of a broadcast set S (where S is a subset of the 
total data set T> in the database) are broadcasted by the server to all mobile computers 
located inside the cell. Note that, the broadcast set S may vary in subsequent broadcast 
periods depending on the access rates of the mobile computers to different data objects. 
The bandwidth requirement for broadcasting all data objects in S is given by: 
Ubroadcast {^) = ^ ~ ~ “ ( 3 . 1 ) 
where bj (in bytes) is the downlink message overhead for delivering the content of data 
object Oj. In general, the value of bj is equal to the size of the object, sj, plus a fixed 
size message header. 
Upon receipt of the broadcast, each mobile computer will select data objects from 
S so that its own communication can be minimized. We define Cachei{S) to be the 
set of data objects from S chosen to be cached by a mobile computer m .^ Of course, 
this caching set should depend on the data access rates of the mobile computer mi and 
the size of its cache memory, c^ , such that the expected communication is minimized 
while the cache of the mobile computer can hold all the objects in Cachei[S). 
When a mobile computer issues a read request, it will first check its local cache 
memory to see if there is a copy of the data object. If there is, the read request can be 
satisfied locally and thus no communication is required. On the other hand, if there is 
no cache copy of the data object in the cache, the mobile computer will send a request 
message to the server and wait for a reply. This request induces a communication 
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overhead of {bquery + bj) bytes, where bquery is a constant uplink overhead of the 
request message which includes the object index, and bj is the overhead of the reply 
message (with the content of the data object Oj). Therefore, the wireless bandwidth 
requirement for supporting all read queries to non-cached data objects is given by 
M 
Uread[S) = ^Z ^ Kji^query + bj). ( 3 . 2 ) 
i=l Oj^Cachei{S) 
Whenever a data object in the broadcast set S is updated, the change must be 
reflected to the caches at the mobile computers immediately so as to maintain consis-
tency among the copies. There are two methods to accomplish this, the invalidation 
method and the update method. The invalidation method only invalidates the copies 
of the data objects at the mobile computers and the server does not send the new value 
to any mobile computer in the cell. This method has a constant message overhead of 
binvalid which includes an index of the data object. After invalidation, the object is 
dropped by all mobile computers and thus subsequent read requests incur communi-
cation overhead. In the update method, the server not only invalidates the old copies 
of the data object at the mobile computers, but also broadcasts the new value of the 
updated object. This operation costs a downlink message with an overhead of bj. In 
spite of the higher communication overhead as compared to the invalidation method, 
the cached copies at the mobile computers will remain valid and so the subsequent 
message overheads for serving the read requests are saved. Although our distributed 
caching method can be applied to both of these methods, for the sake of simplicity in 
presentation, we choose the update method in this paper. The bandwidth requirement 
for broadcasting the update notification is 
Uupdate{S) = ^ X^hj, ( 3 . 3 ) 
Oj^S 
To summarize, the bandwidth requirement for supporting our basic caching proto-
col for a broadcast set <S is 
U{S) = Ubroadcast{^) + Uread{^) + Uupdate{^)- ( 3 . 4 ) 
Note that, in this thesis, we assume that each mobile computer can maintain its 
cache consistency even after crossing a cell boundary or being powered off. This can be 
enforced by using some handshaking protocols ranging from a simple approach (such 
as discarding all the cache content once disconnection occurs) to other more elegant 
methods reported in [WL95]. 
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The issues now are how the server selects the broadcast set S and how each mobile 
computer rui selects the caching set Cachei{S). We will describe these two selection 
processes in the coming sections. 
3.2 Caching at Mobile Computers 
In this section, we define the cache selection algorithm used at the mobile computers, 
i.e. the approach to obtain the caching set Cachei{S) in a mobile computer m ,^ given 
that the broadcast set is S. This selection algorithm will have a significant impact 
to the wireless bandwidth consumption because the bandwidth consumption depends 
on what the mobile computers will cache. Presumably, all mobile computers try to 
optimize for themselves selfishly, i. e. each mobile computer will try to cache all those 
objects such that its communication with the server is minimized. Note that, the data 
caching not only reduces the user charges of the mobile computers for network access 
but also achieves better database access times. The complexity of the optimal selection 
process, however, is NP-complete. This is illustrated by the following theorem. 
Theorem 1 Given a set of read rates A[) hy mobile computer mi to all data objects oj 
in the database V, the problem of finding the caching set Cachei{S) for a given S C V 
so as to minimize the communication for the mobile computer rrii is NP-complete. 
Proof: We prove this theorem by showing the equivalence of this problem with the 
0/1 knapsack problem [GJ79], which is NP-complete. 
Consider the 0/1 knapsack problem instance: 
INSTANCE: A finite set U, a size s{u) G 况+ and a value v{u) € 况+ for 
each u € U, a size constraint B G 9¾+, and a value goal K G 况+. 
QUESTION: Is there a subset U, C U such that 
Y^ s{u) < B and ^ v{u) > K1 
ueU' u£U' 
Let U = <S, <s(iA) = Sj and v{u) = X\jhj for u = Oj, B = Ci and the bandwidth gain 
G = K, we have the following client caching problem instance: 
INSTANCE: A set of data objects <S, a data object size bj G 况+ and a 
read rate A[^ - e 3¾+ for each object Oj e 5, a caching buffer size constraint 
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Ci E 3¾+, and a saving of communication bandwidth G E 3¾+ by reducing 
the read requests. 
QUESTION: Is there a subset Cachei{S) C S such that 
E Sj < Ci and [ K f y > G7 
Oj G<S Oj G<S 
As these two problems are equivalent, the client caching problem is NP-complete. • 
Therefore, some heuristic methods can be used instead. Here, we make the approx-
imation that the mobile computers use a greedy approach to cache data objects. That 
is, each mobile computer chooses the data object of a higher read rate with a higher 
preference unless its cache does not have enough space to accommodate that object. 
In this case, that object will be dropped and the object with the next higher read rate 
will be considered. This selection ends until all the data objects in the broadcast set 
S is tested. The caching algorithm of each mobile computer is presented in Figure 3.3. 
For each mobile computer mi receiving a broadcast set <S: 
/* Sort the data objects in decreasing read rates * / 
Arrange the elements in S into a sequence 0 = {os^, Os2,..., Osj,... O5|^|) 
such that A ^ 2 A [ ^ V l g j < | < S | 
/* Empty the cache */ 
Cachei(S)卜伞 
AvailBuf <— Ci 
/* Store the objects if there is enough space */ 
FOR k ^ 1 to |<S| DO 
IF AvailBuf > Ss^ THEN 
Cachei{S) <— Cachei{S) U {05^} 
AvailBuf <~ AvailBuf — s& 
ENDIF 
ENDFOR 
Figure 3.3: Client Caching Algorithm 
The complexity of this client caching algorithm can be calculated as follows. The 
time required to construct the sequence 0 using sorting is 0(|<S| log|<S|). Since each 
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iteration in the loop takes 0(1) time, the loop takes 0(|<S|) time. The average case 
complexity of the algorithm is 0(|<S| log |<S|) and, in the worst case it is 0(ATlogN) 
when |<S| = N. 
3.3 Broadcasting at the Server 
One major difference between wireless and wired networks is that the communication 
mode is asymmetric [AAFZ95] — the channel from the base station to the mobile 
computers is a broadcast channel; while the one from the mobile computer to the base 
station is a one-to-one communication channel. Given this asymmetric communication 
mode, the server can send its information to virtually any number of mobile computers. 
It is therefore reasonable to use the downlink channel for broadcasting information of 
general interest. 
In order to reduce the communication bandwidth consumption {i.e. minimize the 
objective function in Equation (3.4)), the server participates in the distributed caching 
protocol and exploits the broadcast capability of the downlink channel. This scenario 
is very different from the previous caching cases in which the server is not involved 
in decision making and only the clients are optimizing for themselves selfishly. To be 
specific, the server controls caching at the mobile computers by selecting data objects 
into the broadcast set S such that the overall wireless bandwidth consumption U(S) 
is minimized. 
Prom the server's perspective, putting copies of data objects at the mobile com-
puters' caches can result in a saving of message overhead for read queries. However, 
if there are any updates of the objects in S, the server must utilize some channel 
resources to notify the mobile computers. Taking both of these factors into consider-
ation, a data object can be favorably chosen into the broadcast set <S if some mobile 
computers will cache this object and, as a result, the communication overhead saved by-
reducing the number of all the read requests from those computers is higher than the 
cost of supporting caching this object. Let us introduce the concept of bandwidth gain, 
which is the difference between the communication overhead saved by issuing fewer 
read requests and the bandwidth required to support caching. Let G(<S, Oj) denote the 
bandwidth gain of a data object Oj G <S, i.e. the reduction in bandwidth consumption 
due to Oj. Mathematically, it is given by 
E A ^ ( 6 , , e r y + ^ ) - ( ^ + A j 6 , - ) i f o ,G<S 
G{S,Oj) = {i\0jeCachei{S)} . ( 3 . 5 ) 
0 otherwise 
� ‘ 
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The first term above is the bandwidth saved by issuing fewer read requests from 
all the mobile computers which decide to cache Oj； the second term above is the cost 
of supporting broadcasts and updates of that data object. Using this definition, we 
can rewrite the bandwidth consumption equation (Equation 3.4) as follows: 
U{S) = U(0)- J2 G(S,oj) (3.6) 
ojes 
M N 
U{0) = Uread(0) 二 X^X^A&(6g^ien/ + ~ ) 
i = l j=l 
where U{0) is the total bandwidth consumption for the non-caching case, i.e. S is an 
empty set. 
Note that, if a broadcast set is optimal, then all the data objects belonging to this 
set must have positive gain. Moreover, this set must be maximal in the sense that 
there will be no object outside this set which, if included in the set, will also have a 
positive gain. The following theorem describes this formally. 
Theorem 2 If a broadcast set S is optimal, then this set must satisfy the following 
properties: 
Positive Gain Property: Voj 6 <S, G(S, Oj) > 0. 
Maximal Set Property: Moj 0 <S, G{S U {o^}, Oj) < 0. 
Proof: We prove the above theorem by contradiction. 
Positive Gain Property: Suppose that there is an optimal broadcast set S which 
does not satisfy the Positive Gain Property. Then there exists an object Oj G S such 
that G(<S, Oj) < 0. Given Equation (3.6), removing this object from S will result in a 
strictly lower bandwidth requirement, i.e. U{S) > U{S \{oj}). This contradicts with 
the assumption that S is optimal. So S must satisfy the Positive Gain Property. 
Maximal Set Property: Suppose that there is an optimal broadcast set S which does 
not satisfy the Maximal Set Property. Then there exists an object Oj 朱 S such that 
G{S U {o j } , Oj) > 0. Given Equation (3.6), adding this object to S will result in 
a strictly lower bandwidth requirement, i.e. U{S) > U(S U {oj}). This contradicts 
with the assumption that S is optimal. So S must satisfy the Maximal Set Property. • 
Note that these two properties are only necessary conditions for an optimal broad-
cast set. A broadcast set, on the other hand, may not be optimal even if it satisfies 
these properties. Here is a counter-example: 
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Example 1 Consider a simple scenario where there are three equal size data objects 
{0i,02,03} in database V. The aggregate write rate of each object is equal to 3, and 
there are two mobile computers {m1,m2} querying the database at the following rates 
(Table 3.1): 
oi 02 03 
mi 5 6 3 
rri2 5 3 6 
Table 3.1: Access Rate Assignment for Example 1 
‘ Assume that each mobile computer can cache only one object at a time. For simplicity, 
let both bquery and bf)roadcast for each object be 0, and bj be 1 for all 1 < j < 3. Let 
S be {02,03}. Then rui will cache 02 while rri2 will cache 03. Both of these objects 
result in positive bandwidth gains of 3. Moreover, if oi is added to <S, it will result in 
a negative bandwidth of —3. As a result, this set satisfies both of above mentioned 
properties. However, the set {o i } is the optimal caching set, and of course it also 
satisfies the theorem. 
Prom this point of view, we cannot construct an optimal broadcast set by merely 
satisfying those properties. The main problem is that the bandwidth gain of a data 
object depends on the current content of the broadcast set. Due to limited size of cache 
memories, the mobile computers cannot hold all broadcasted objects. As a result, a 
broadcasted data object may not be cached by all mobile computers which have an 
interest in it. This makes it difficult to compute the bandwidth gains G(<S, Oj) for 
the data objects. The following theorem gives the complexity of finding an optimal 
broadcast set <S. 
Theorem 3 Given the read rates X^j and the write rates XJ for all data objects in V, 
and the client caching algorithm in Figure 3.3, the complexity of finding an optimal 
broadcast set S so as to minimize the cost function in Equation 3.4 is NP-hard. 
Proof: Please refer to Appendix A. • 
Given this result, it is impractical to compute the optimal broadcast set. Instead, 
we explore other more efficient algorithms at a reasonable expense so as to achieve 
near-optimal performance. In the following two sections, we propose two strategies. 
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3.3.1 Passive Strategy 
The Passive Strategy is commonly used in a conventional client-server database sys-
tems. In this strategy, the base station does not perform any selection. It simply 
broadcasts what the mobile computers want to cache. In other words, given its cache 
size constraint, each mobile computer chooses all the data objects it wants to access 
and the server then broadcasts the requested data objects. The broadcast set can 
therefore be computed as 
M 
S = U Cachei(V). (3.7) 
Z=1 
Note that the resulting broadcast set does not, in general, have the Positive Gain 
nor the Maximal Set properties given above. However, the major advantage of this 
algorithm is its simplicity and its low complexity, which is 0{MN). 
3.3.2 Active Strategy 
The Active Strategy exploits the broadcast feature of the wireless channel. It aims at 
constructing a broadcast set that conforms to the Positive Gain Property. Here, we 
assume that the mobile computers use the selection strategy described in the previous 
section. The server selects data objects in two consecutive phases, namely, the growing 
phase and the shrinking phase. At the beginning of the growing phase, the broadcast set 
is initialized to be empty. At each iteration, an object will be added to the broadcast 
set, if it results in a positive bandwidth gain. This phase terminates when all the 
objects are tested. As objects are added to the broadcast set, some of the objects that 
were cached by mobile computers earlier will be dropped in subsequent iterations to 
make room for those objects that are more favorable. Some of these objects may have 
negative gains after this phase. The main objective of the shrinking phase is to remove 
the data objects with negative gains. This procedure is very similar to the growing 
phase, except that it proceeds in a reverse manner. The resulting algorithm is as given 
in Figure 3.4. 
The complexity of the algorithm can be found as follows. In this algorithm, the cal-
culation of G{S, Oj) requires computation of the caching set Cachei{S) for each mobile 
computer. However, in the growing phase, only one data object is added in each iter-
ation. Similarly, in the shrinking phase, data objects are removed from the broadcast 
set one at a time. The computation of Cachei{S) can be simplified and the complexity 
can be reduced to 0(log7V). Therefore, the whole phase takes 0{MNlogN) time. 
Altogether, the time complexity for the algorithm is 0{MN log N). Note that, the 
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/* Initialize with an empty broadcast set */ 
3 < ~ 中 
/* Growing Phase */ 
FOR each oj e V DO 
/* Collect objects with positive bandwidth gains */ 




/* Shrinking Phase */ 
FOR each Oj ^ S DO 
/* Remove objects with negative bandwidth gains */ 
IF G{S,Oj) < 0 THEN 
5 ^ < S - { o j } 
ENDIF 
ENDFOR 
Figure 3.4: The Active Strategy for Assigning Broadcast Set S 
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caching algorithm used by mobile computers must also be implemented at the server 
so as to evaluate the gain. As the server must take 0{NlogN) time to determine 
the caching set of each mobile computer, the lowest sensible computational complexity 
for all M mobile computers will be at least 0{MN \ogN) time. In this sense, the 
algorithm is an efficient one. 
It is easy to verify that the broadcast set generated by the above algorithm has the 
Positive Gain Property. The shrinking phase ensures that each object that remains in 
the set S will have a positive gain and therefore, the property follows. However, the 
resulting broadcast set does not have the Maximal Set Property. This implies that 
there are data objects outside the broadcast set S which would have positive gain, if 
they were added to the set. It is possible to add these objects to the set by iterating 
through the above algorithm at most 0{N) times. However, the complexity of the 
algorithm will then be 0{MN^ logAT), which is higher by 0{N). 
3.4 Performance Analysis 
In this section, we derive analytically some performance measures for comparing the 
efficiency of the strategies. Although we have defined the total bandwidth requirement 
(see Equation (3.4)) previously, it is also desirable to compare the bandwidth require-
ments for uplink and downlink channels separately. In addition, we are interested in 
the total bandwidth consumption, U(<S), and the expected response time, R{S) of ac-
cessing a data object, given a system configuration [i.e. the wireless bandwidth, the 
number of mobile computers, ... etc.) and the broadcast set S. Besides these perfor-
mance measures, we also derive a lower bound to the optimal bandwidth consumption. 
Note that, this bound is very important because it gives us a quantitative measure on 
how close our algorithm is as compared to the optimal solution. 
3.4.1 Bandwidth Requirements 
In Section 3.1, we have defined the bandwidth requirement as the communication 
bandwidth required to support three operations of our caching protocol, namely, the 
periodic broadcast, the read requests to non-cached objects, and the update notifica-
tion. However, we have not investigated the bandwidth consumption of each of the 
uplink and downlink channels separately. This section derives the uplink bandwidth 
requirement for all mobile computers within the cell and the downlink bandwidth 
requirement for the server. 
For the periodic broadcast and update notification, these two operations are server-
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initiated and require no acknowledgment from mobile computers. Therefore, these 
operations only use up bandwidth in the downlink channel. For the read requests 
to non-cached objects, however, the mobile computers need to send their requests 
using the uplink. Furthermore, a reply from the server is required for each of these re-
quests. This utilizes the downlink channel. To summarize, the bandwidth requirement, 
U^P{S), for uplink channels of all mobile computers is 
M 
U^'[S) = ^ E Kjbquery (3.8) 
i=lj^Cachei{S) 
and the bandwidth requirement, U^^^^(S), for the downlink channel is 
M 
C/-^<S) = U,roadcast{S)+Uupdate{S)+Yl E Kjbj. (3-9) 
i=l j^Cachei (S) 
As the mobile computers may not be able to cache their most frequently accessed 
objects in the Active strategy, it is expected that the bandwidth consumption of the 
uplink channel in this strategy will be higher than that in the Passive strategy. On 
the other hand, the bandwidth consumption of the downlink channel will be lower in 
the Active strategy. 
3.4.2 Lower Bound on the Optimal Bandwidth Consumption 
Since the caching strategies cannot obtain the optimal solution, it is desirable to es-
timate their performance. Our approach is to devise an unrealizable lower bound on 
the bandwidth requirement analytically and compare it with the resulting bandwidth 
requirement of the proposed algorithms. 
As described before, the bandwidth requirement is made up of three components. 
The periodic broadcast and update notification are for supporting objects for data 
caching at mobile computers while the read request part is for supporting individual 
queries to non-cached objects at mobile computers. In determining the lower bound, 
we ignore the broadcast and update components and assume that they have zero band-
width contributions. We want to find a lower bound on the bandwidth consumption 
in supporting individual queries. 
The formulation of the lower bound on bandwidth consumption comes from the 
unrealistic assumption that each mobile computer can cache the most highly accessed 
objects in the database. By doing so, the mobile computer can minimize the bandwidth 
consumption to the fullest extent and thus a lower bound is obtained. It is unrealizable 
because the server will not always broadcast all these objects to the mobile computers. 
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We begin the evaluation by introducing a few more parameters. Let c be the 
average cache memory size of mobile computers, and let s be the average object size 
(the mean value of Sj). The values read rates ( A ^ are distributed according to a 
general probability density function p(A). On the average, a mobile computer can hold 
c /s objects. These objects are cached and thus the corresponding read cost is zero in 
terms of bandwidth consumption. For each of the remaining N — c/s objects in the 
database, there is an expected read cost of {bguery + &), where bj is the mean value 
of bj. To find the bandwidth consumed by this mobile computer, we need to find the 
expected rate of accessing these remaining non-cached objects. 
We assume that the read rates of the objects of a mobile computer are independent 
of each other. Given this assumption, the hottest c/s data objects are cached by a 
mobile computer. As a result, the average read rate of the non-cached objects is 
lowered. These non-cached data objects correspond to the (1 - c/NsY^ portion of the 
database. Probabilistically, there is an expected upper bound cp on the access rates 
X j^ such that the probability of accessing a non-cached object is 
r^ c 
Pro6[cache miss] = / p{X) dX = 1 — - ^ . (3.10) 
Jo ^s 
The value of (p can be determined if a particular probability density function p(A) is 
determined. The expected read rate of a mobile computer of a non-cached object is 
then given by 
E K A o j not in c a c h e ] = 。 巧 广 ” ( ^ . r (3.H) 
J “ Froo[cache missJ 
Hence, the total read request rate of all mobile computers within a cell to the non-
cached objects is 
E[\\j\oj not in cache](7V - | )M = (J: Xp{X) dA) MN (3.12) 
and the lower bound on the total bandwidth consumption for this read request is 
( J : Xp{X) dA) MN(bquery + bj). (3.13) 
This lower bound varies linearly with the number of mobile computers and the number 
of data objects. We can also observe that as the cache size increases, (p will decrease and 
thus, the lower bound value will also decrease. The wireless bandwidth requirement 
for the non-caching case is 
- / 广 ⑷ \ _ 
E[Xlj]MN{bguery + bj)=(义 Xp(X) dXj MN{bgnery + bj). (3.14) 
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We can easily observe from the above two equations that the overall wireless band-
width consumptions vary linearly with the average value of the individual read rate. 
Moreover, the linearity constant is determined by the distribution of the individual 
read request rates and the sizes of caches at the mobile computers. 
In the average case analysis above, we assume that the mobile computers can cache 
all different objects they like. However, it is not always possible. One situation is that 
for some of the objects, the aggregate write rate is higher than the total read rate. 
These objects will not be selected into the broadcast set by the algorithm. By taking 
this into account, we can consider a smaller number of data objects in our estimation 
and obtain a tighter and better lower bound. 
3.4.3 The Read Response Time 
There are two scenarios in reading a data object oj in the database, namely, the cached 
case and the non-cached case. In the cached case, a copy of the requested data object 
is already inside the cache of the requesting mobile computer. So access to that object 
requires no wireless resource. In the non-cached case, on the other hand, the data 
object is not in the mobile computer's cache. A request message is needed to be sent 
uplink to the server. The server has to reply by sending the data object back to the 
mobile computer through the downlink channel. In regard to the high processing power 
of computers nowadays, we may assume that the service time at the server (or more 
specifically, the wired system) is negligible compared to the round-trip delay of the 
data access. 
upliiik channels „ . . ^ ___ Broadcast 
\ y ^\>^ downlink channel 
_fV^^^^^:^ lo__^. 
read requests from \^  J 1 ) 
mobile computers • yZjZZZZZ ^^--^ 
_ A X r 
V y update notifications 
Figure 3.5: Queuing Model for Derivation of R{S) 
Figure 3.5 illustrates our queuing model for deriving the read response times. Since 
the uplink channel is one-to-one, the channel will not be interfered by other mobile 
computers. Assume that the mobile computer can issue only one request at a time. 
Therefore, the uplink request will be sent immediately once the request is generated. 
This channel is modeled by a server node. As the request message should be of fixed 
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size, bquery, therefore, the message can be delivered in a fixed amount of time. Let 
the bandwidth of the uplink channel be Bup. Therefore, the uplink request takes 
hquery/Bup time. Moreover, the arrival traffic of the read requests to the server is the 
aggregate read requests from the mobile computers, with a hquery/Bup delay. 
In order to answer the requests to various mobile computers, the server sends 
the contents of the requested data objects back to the mobile computer through the 
downlink channel. The transmission delay for an object Oj is hj/Bfiown where Bdown is 
the bandwidth of the downlink channel. However, since the broadcast channel is shared 
by many requests at the same time, some arbitration procedure must be enforced. In 
this paper, we assume the first-come-first-serve discipline for accessing the downlink 
communication channel. Under this discipline, a newly arrived reply message has to 
wait for the preceding messages to be delivered first. This incurs a waiting time, which 
we are going to derive. 
The downlink channel is serving multiple classes of requests: reply to read queries 
of mobile computers, update notifications, and periodic broadcasts. We model the 
read query traffic from each mobile computer by a Poisson process. Therefore, the 
aggregate read queries from all the mobile computers within the cell also form an 
aggregated Poisson process. This is also the case for update notifications. For periodic 
broadcasts, however, the inter-arrival times are fixed and this complicates the solution 
of the model. In order to alleviate this problem, we use an approximation that the 
time period T is exponentially distributed. By making this assumption, we can model 
the broadcast channel as an M/G/1 queue with multiple classes of requests. 
Consider the simpler case in which an M/G/1 queue serves a single class of requests 
whose expected arrival rate is A. Let t and f(2) be the first and second moments of the 
service times of the requests. Let T be the system time of a request passing through 
the queue. Using the PASTA property [Wol82] and Little's result [Lit61], the expected 
number of pending requests when a new request arrives at the system is XT and the 
expected number of requests in service inside the queue is p = At, where p is also the 
system utilization of the M/G/1 system. Therefore, the amount of unfinished work in 
the queuing system is given by [Kle75 
ifi) 
{XT-p)t^p-, (3.15) 
The first term in Equation (3.15) is the expected unfinished work of the requests waiting 
in the queue and the second term is the expected unfinished work of the request [Cox62 
currently in service when a new request arrives. By extending this result to the case 
for multiple classes of requests, we can have the expected total amount of unfinished 
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work in our model which is given by 
^(2) 必 
w = {XrTr - pr)tr + Pr^ + {KTu - Pu)tu + Pu^ 
Ztf* ^^u 
/2) 
H ^ h n - p , ) U + p , ^ (3.16) 
^h 
where 
Ty,T^,Tb are the expected system times for delivering a read reply, update, and 
broadcast message respectively; 
tr,tu,h are mean service times to deliver a read reply, update, and broadcast 
message respectively; 
42) ,4f) , fp) are the second moments of service times to deliver a read reply, 
update, and broadcast message respectively; 
pj, = Xri>r,Pu = Xutu,Pb = ^bh are the channel utilizations to deliver read reply, 
update, and broadcast messages respectively; 
Xr = Ei^i Yj0j^Cachei{S) ^ij is the aggregate read rate from all mobile computers; 
Xu = Y^ojeS 入言 is the aggregate write rate to all objects in <S; and 
Ab = 1/T is the rate of periodic broadcast. 
In Equation (3.16), the expected response times for reply to read request (T^), the 
expected response time of update notifications {Ty) and the expected response time of 
periodic broadcasts (T^) are given by the following equations (by the first-come-first-
serve queuing discipline): 
Tr = W + tr (3.17) 
Tu = W + tu (3.18) 
n = W + h (3.19) 
Equations (3.16) through (3.19) form a system of equations with four unknowns. Sub-
stituting Equations (3.17), (3.18) and (3.19) into Equation (3.16), we have 
.(2) .(2) 
t^ = (A,(T^ + tr) - Pr)tr + P r ^ + (An(VT + U) " PuK + Pu^ 
^ Lj* ZiJj^ 
.(2) 
H H W + h) - Pb)tb + P b t . (3.20) 
^h 
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Since pr = Xrtr, Pu = Xutu and p^ = A&tb, it can be simplified into 
. ( 2 ) / 2 ) 龙 ⑶ 
^ = PrW + p r ^ + p ,W + p u ^ + P,W + p b ^ . (3.21) 
By changing the subject of the above equation to W, and then substitute it back into 
Equation (3.17), we can obtain the following closed form expression to the expected 
system time T :^ 
¢(2) t(2) ^ 
Tr = P T t + P - l + PhH + ,r (3.22) 
1 — pr — Pu - Pb 
The expected read response time for non-cached objects is then given by 
Uplink Time + Downlink Time = ^ ^ ^ + T ” (3.23) 
^up 
Unconditioning the probability of the accessing the non-cached objects, we have the 
overall expected response times, i^ (<S), of reading a data object: 
R{S) = Pro6[cache miss] x ( ^ ^ ^ + Tr) 
J^up 
M r l £ l t ^ ^ 
— ^ i = l ^j^Cachei(S) K j ^ ,bquery . P r ^ + Pu^ + Ph 2tb , . N / « r,A\ 
= ~ ~ s r M ^N .r X [— ~ " + ~ ~ 十�rJ (…） 
l^i=l l^j=l \ j ^up 丄 Pr Pu Ph 
3.5 Experiments 
In this section, we carry out experiments on various test cases to compare the perfor-
mance of the Active strategy, the Passive strategy, and the case where no caching is 
used. Here, we assign values for the broadcast period (T) of the caching protocol, the 
read rates (入[)and the write rates {XJ) for the data objects, and the query overheads 
bquery and bj to do the update requests and broadcast. Then we use the Passive and 
Active strategies to generate the broadcast set S for each problem instance. Using 
these broadcast sets, we evaluate the wireless bandwidth consumptions using Equa-
tions (3.4) and (3.14), and the expected read response times using Equation (3.24) 
for different strategies. We also use the lower bound formulated in Equation (3.13) to 
estimate the effectiveness of these strategies. 
There are four experiments and they differ in the access patterns of the mobile 
computers to the database. The aim of these experiments is to demonstrate how 
adaptive our distributed caching algorithm is under different workloads and read/write 
ratio. The following table summarizes the access models of the four experiments: 
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Experiment Access Pattern 
1 Uniform access to all objects in the database 
2 "Single Hot Spot" access at a particular subset of the database 
3 "Multiple Hot Spot” access at different partitions of the database 
4 "Single Hot Spot” access, varying read/write ratio 
Table 3.2: Database Access Patterns for Different Experiments 
The first experiment models the case where all mobile computers access the data 
objects in the database uniformly. In the second experiment, we model a more realistic 
situation in which a particular subset {hot spot) of the data objects in the database 
is highly referenced. For example, this model represents the case where all mobile 
computers are running a similar kind of application. In the third experiment, we model 
the case where different kinds of users are using different applications and therefore, 
they are accessing different subsets of data objects in the database. The last experiment 
aims at showing the performance of different strategies under different read/write 
ratios. In real situations, the access patterns will probably be a composition of the 
above cases. 
Experiment 1. In this experiment, there are 1000 data objects in the database. 
The sizes of the data objects are exponentially distributed with a mean value of lK 
bytes. Within a cell, there are 50 mobile computers which access the database by 
exchanging messages with the base station. The cache sizes of the mobile computers 
vary exponentially with a mean value 200K bytes. Let bj = Sj for all data objects in 
the database. Moreover, let the bandwidth of the downlink channel and the uplink 
channel be 2Mbps and 19.2kbps^ respectively, which are typical bandwidths for wireless 
systems nowadays. 
In this experiment, the mobile computers will access all the objects in the database 
uniformly. The read requests of each mobile computer i for an object j form a Poisson 
process with a parameter 入【).The performance of the system will be evaluated with 
an increasing aggregate read rate. Although we have specified the number of mobile 
computers here, it is worth noting that this gradual increase of the read rate has a 
similar effect as increasing the number of mobile computers and/or the activity of the 
computers. The total write rate to all of the objects is exponentially distributed with 
the mean kept at 10% of the total read rate. 
The bandwidth consumption is shown in Figure 3.6(a). From this figure, we see that 
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the Active strategy is always better than the Passive strategy or the non-caching 
case. However, as the total read rate increases, the performance of the Active strategy 
gradually approaches that of the Passive strategy or the non-caching case, whichever 
is lower. The reason is that when the total read rate is high, more objects may be 
included in the broadcast set, and the overhead of the periodic broadcast may be 
higher. Also, the activities for querying the non-cached objects are also more frequent. 
However, note that the performance of the non-caching case degrades much faster; 
it performs worse than both strategies at high read rates. This justifies the use of 
distributed caching to reduce the wireless network bandwidth consumption. 
Figures 3.6(b) and 3.6(c) show the bandwidth consumption for the uplink and 
downlink channels respectively. For the bandwidth consumption of the uplink chan-
nel, the bandwidth usage of the Active strategy is higher than that of the Passive 
strategy. It is because in the Active strategy, the mobile computers cannot cache all 
their frequently accessed data objects. The non-caching case is the worst because the 
mobile computers cannot cache anything and so, all queries require uplink requests. 
On the other hand, the bandwidth consumption of the downlink channel under the 
Active strategy is better. It is because the server has also considered the resource man-
agement at the broadcast channel. So the resulting bandwidth consumption in this 
channel is lowered. This reduction not only compensates for the increased bandwidth 
overhead in the uplink channel, but also improves the overall response time to the read 
requests of mobile computers, as shown in Figure 3.6(d). 
In Figure 3.6(d), we see that when the aggregate read rate is low, the read response 
times of both strategies are comparable. This is due to the fact that when the downlink 
channel utilization is low, the response is very fast. In this range, it may be a good 
tradeoff to cache some data objects; this will result in a small increase in bandwidth 
consumption but will reduce the response times, as in the case of the Passive strategy. 
On the other hand, when the channel utilization is high, the response times increase 
exponentially. In this scenario, the only way to lower the response time is to reduce 
the channel bandwidth consumption. In this case, the Active strategy performs better. 
Experiment 2. The configuration of this experiment is almost the same as that 
of Experiment 1. In this experiment, however, we make a more realistic assumption 
that the computers are running the same kind of application. This means that the 
mobile computers will access a particular subset of the database at a much higher rate. 
We model this access pattern by using the 80/20 access model. That is, 80% of the 
total read and write queries will go to 20% of the database objects. Without loss of 
generality, we assign the first 200 data objects of the database with 80% of the total 
access rates. 
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The result for bandwidth consumption for this experiment is shown in Figure 3.7(a). 
For all three cases, the bandwidth consumption for this scenario is much lower than 
the bandwidth consumption in the previous experiment. The reason for this is that 
the read requests are concentrated at a particular subset of the database and, this 
subset will be more likely to be broadcasted and cached. Moreover, we can also see 
that the bandwidth requirement is closer to the lower bound bandwidth requirement. 
This means that the performance of the Active strategy is closer to the optimal, as 
compared to the Passive strategy. Under this access model, the performance of the 
Active strategy is the best, while the Passive strategy is better than the non-caching 
case at high read rates. We can also observe that, as the bandwidth consumption is 
lowered, the saturation point for the downlink channel moves to a higher read rates and 
therefore, the read response times of the Active strategy, as shown in Figure 3.7(d), is 
much lower than that of the Passive strategy and the non-caching case even at high 
read rates. 
Experiment 3. In this experiment, we model the situation where different kinds 
of mobile computers are running different kinds of applications. Here, we divide the 
mobile computers into five equal classes, each of which accesses a separate subset of 
data objects. The bandwidth consumption of this experiment is shown in Figure 3.8(a). 
From the figure, we observe that the performance of both the Active and the Passive 
strategies are very near at high read rate. However, at low read rate the performance 
of the Active strategy is much better. It is because the access rates are so evenly 
distributed that there is little difference in selecting whatever subset of objects into 
the broadcast set. 
The performance for the non-caching case, however, is always much worse than 
the caching strategies. Figure 3.8(d) shows the response times of different cases. The 
performance of both strategies are nearly the same. It is because different kinds of 
mobile computers are accessing different data objects. The access rates are then nearly 
uniformly distributed that the Active strategy cannot choose any objects with higher 
bandwidth gains, so it would result to have a comparable performance as the Passive 
strategy. However, it is important to point out that the Active strategy is very adaptive 
to various workloads and therefore, it may be the algorithm of choice. 
Experiment 4. In this experiment, we explore the performance of the different 
strategies under various read-write ratios. We first fix the total read rate to be 300 
requests per time unit, then we vary the total write rate from 0 to 600 requests per time 
unit, reach results in a write-to-read ratio of 0 to 2. Note that, this range is possible 
as write requests can be issued by other stationary servers in the wired-network. 
Figure 3.9 shows that the performance of the Active strategy and the non-caching 
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Figure 3.8: Experiment 3: Results for the "Multiple Hot Spot" Access Model 
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Ratios 
case remains relatively constant with increasing write rates. Comparing it to the 
Passive strategy which does not take any account on the cost of update notification. 
Moreover, the bandwidth consumption of the Active strategy is the lowest amount of 
the three strategies, therefore, the Active strategy is much more favorable. 
3.6 Mobility Concerns 
In a personal communication network, the mobile computers can move around the 
geographical region without any restriction. Therefore, the number of mobile com-
puters inside a cell will change over time. Moreover, because each mobile computer 
has its own database access pattern, the overall database access pattern of the mobile 
computers inside a certain cell will inevitably change. 
This phenomenon have significant impacts on the performance of our distributed 
caching protocol, which relies on the database access information of the mobile com-
puters to optimize for the overall performance. As the access patterns change, the 
performance of the protocol will deviate from the optimal one. 
It is, however, worth noting that the base station of a cell is able to keep track 
of the movement of the mobile computers into and out of the cell. It is because, if 
a mobile computer switches to another cell, it needs to do the handover procedure 
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in order to maintain the access to the database. This provides a means for the base 
station to keep track of the movements of the connected computers. 
Using this information, the base station in fact can re-execute our protocol so as 
to get an optimal result for the new configuration. One method to do so is to re-
execute the Active strategy every time at the beginning of each broadcast. However, 
this places heavy burden on the base station. It may also not be cost-effective if the 
overall database access pattern does not change rapidly as compared to the rate of 
data broadcasts. 
Another better way is to re-execute the Active strategy at the time in need, rather 
than for every broadcast. In fact, if the access pattern changes, the performance of 
the system will deviate from the expected value which have been computed by the 
base station in the last time of protocol execution. If this deviation is large, it is a 
very reliable hint for the base station to re-execute the Active strategy. By using this 
method, the near-optimal performance can be obtained at all time. 
Chapter 4 
Mobile Terminal Tracking 
In this chapter, we explore the ways to reduce bandwidth overhead of the mobile termi-
nal tracking process, which is indispensable for the wired network to locate a particular 
mobile computer inside a cellular network. We propose a new mechanism to predict 
the current location of the mobile computers at a higher accuracy. Incorporating with 
this prediction mechanism, we propose a dynamic programming approach in deriving 
an optimal broadcast protocol that can attain a minimal expected broadcast cost. 
Lastly, we also propose a new update protocol to lower the tracking cost of a mobile 
computer. 
Our mechanism to predict the current location of a mobile computer is based on 
the uniformization method [Jen53, dSeSG92]. This method acts on a continuous-time 
Markov chain model whose state space consists of the cell locations that a mobile 
computer can be situated in. The result of this method will then be in the form of a 
vector of location probabilities, which are the probabilities that the mobile computer is 
situated in the corresponding cells. The method can capture the time-varying change in 
these location probabilities. As a result, a better accuracy for the prediction comparing 
to other schemes that only evaluate the stable state probabilities for the chain. 
Given this improved prediction on the current location of a mobile user, we can 
devise an optimal broadcast protocol. Research efforts have reported to derive the 
optimal protocol [RY95] by transforming it into a continuous variable optimization 
problem. However, the complexity for solving the mathematical formulation is not 
yet known. Instead, we will propose a dynamic programming approach to derive the 
optimal set. The complexity for this algorithm can therefore be addressed. 
Another contribution made is that we propose a new update protocol to trigger the 
mobile computer to send an update message to the base station. We have compared 
it with the common approaches, like the distance-based approach and the time-based 
approach, and find that our approach can reach a lower resource requirement. Also, 
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this approach is more adaptive under different movement patterns of the mobile users. 
This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.1, we present our mathematical 
model for the prediction of the current location of a mobile computer. The evaluation 
method will also be presented. Next, in Section 4.2, the problem on optimal paging is 
then analyzed and the algorithmic approach for deriving the optimal paging protocol 
is presented. In Section 4.3, we present the time-based update and the distance-
based protocols. Also, we will use transient analysis to evaluate the protocol. In 
Section 4.4, we propose our new update protocol and the rationale behind it. Lastly, 
in Section 4.5, we carry out experiments and show the effectiveness of our protocol 
method as compared to the existing methods and proposals. 
4.1 Movement Model 
In this section, we present a movement model for a mobile computer inside a cellular 
network. Theoretically, the movement pattern of a mobile computer is independent of 
others. So, from now on, we consider only a single mobile computer moving inside the 
network. In our model, we consider a cellular network which consists of a collection C 
of N cells, which are labelled c1,c2,. . . , c^ respectively. The cells are closely packed 
in an orderly hexagonal fashion as shown in Figure 4.1. A mobile computer can move 
freely around the network. The network fully covers the whole geographic region so 
that the mobile computer will not lose connection to the network whenever it is inside 
the region. 
_ 7 
Figure 4.1: A Cellular Network Topology under our analysis 
The mobility of this computer can be represented by an N x N mobility matrix 
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Q = [qij] where 
[ t h e rate at which the mobile computer moves from Cj to Cj for i 7^  j 
Qij ~ ^ — ^2 qij otherwise . j'j^i 
(4.1) 
This matrix can be input as a user specification, gathered from statistics on the 
user's past routes, or a combination of the above two. The formulation of this mobility 
matrix allows us to model different kinds of movement patterns. Because each element 
in the matrix defines the rate at which the mobile computer crosses a cell boundary, 
the value of qij can be greater than zero only if the cells Ci and Cj are next to each 
other (or i = j). Under this restriction, the mobility matrix Q is always a sparse 
matrix. Although we formulate our mobility matrix using the hexagonal geometry for 
the cellular network, it can be easily seen that our model is general enough to model 
different geometric patterns of the cellular networks. 
Note that from the definition of qa, the matrix Q becomes a transition rate matrix 
which governs a continuous time Markov process representing the movement of the 
mobile computer. Let this process be X^ = {Xm{t) : t > 0} whose state space consists 
of all possible cell locations {c1 ,c2, . . . , c^y} of the cellular network. The subscript m 
means that the last location update takes place at cell Cm, i.e. X7 (^O) = c^； and t is 
the time elapsed from the last location update. 
Now we are going to derive the transient location probabilities for that Markov 
process. It is important, as in many location update schemes, the cost minimization 
is done using these probabilities. Let the transient location probability vector of the 
process A!rn be 7Vm{t) =<7Ti|m(^ ), 7T2|mW,.. •, 7TN\m{t)>^  where 7Tii^ {t) is the probability 
that the computer is located at cell Ci at time t since the last report of location at cell 
Cm- Note that the initial probability vector 7r^(O) is a unit vector where n^^{0) = 0 
for all i + m and 7Tm|m(0) = 1. It is important to point out that the Markov process 
will be restarted with a new initial probability vector whenever a location update takes 
place. In this way, it will become more accurate to predict the current location of the 
mobile computer as the probability vector is reset once new location information is 
obtained. 
Using this notation, we mean that the location probabilities of a user only depends 
on the time t elapsed and at the last reporting cell Cm- This is in fact a simplified model. 
A more accurate model is to include the moving direction of the mobile computer. For 
example, along a two-way highway, a car moves in a predictable direction. It is very 
improbable that the car will move in opposite direction suddenly. By including the 
direction of movement into the state space of the process, we can then model this kind 
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of information. However, the size of the state space will increase by 0(iV^), where N^ 
is the number of possible directions of movement. This increase the complexity of the 
computation as the mobility matrix will become 0(N^) larger. 
Here, we use the uniformization method [dSeSG96, Jen53], which is well-known for 
its efficiency and numerical stability, to find the location probabilities of the mobile 
computer at a particular time. In our case, we now have a continuous time Markov 
process ^rn which is governed by the initial location probability vector 7Trri(0) and 
transition rate matrix Q. By uniformization, Xm can be transformed into a discrete 
time Markov chain with the same state space C whose transition events are governed 
by a Poisson process with rate A = m a x { - ^ : 1 < i < N}. The step transition 
matrix for this Markov chain can be computed as P = I + Q /A. By conditioning on 
the number of transitions over the time interval (0,t), we can establish the following 
equations: 
^mW = f > - A ' " ^ P m ( n ) (4.2) 
o TL. n=0 
where 
I Pm(n) = Pm(n-l)P (4 3) 
1 Pm(0) = 7Tm(0) ‘ 
is the probability vector for the discrete Markov chain after n transitions. The element 
Pi\m{n) of the vector p^(n) is the probability that the mobile computer is located at 
cell Ci after n transitions since its last report of location at cell Cm. 
Note that the infinite series causes difficulty in actual computation. To alleviate 
this problem, we do the summation up to a particular number of terms, say, M. The 
associated error bound e(M) for each element 7r^^{t) in the probability vector is given 
by 
_ ) = f > - A * ^ p ^ ) < E ^ - " ^ - i - E ^ - ^ ^ ^ _ 
n=M 00 几=0 n=0 
using the property that ||pm(^)||oo < 1’ where || . ||oo is the max-norm of a vector. It 
is worthwhile to note that the error bound does not depend on the movement pattern 
of the user. Rather, it just depends on the maximum rate at which the user moves. 
Moreover, it is easy to precompute the number of terms required to attain a specified 
error bound. Therefore, we can tradeoff the prediction accuracy with processing time. 
Lastly, we define 7r =<7r1,7r2,.. •, T^ N> to be the steady location probability vector 
of the mobile computer in the network, where 兀爪 represents the steady probability 
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that the mobile computer is at cell Cm- This probability vector, which is the solution 
to the equation 7r 二 7rP, can be found by standard iterative methods [Ste94]. 
In a large personal communication network where the number of cells is large and 
the number of subscribers is huge, the size of the mobility matrix Q will then be 
very large. This requires large system overhead to do the prediction. To alleviate 
this problem, we may use only a portion of the matrix for computation. This can be 
done by realizing that the mobile computer cannot move too far away from the last 
reporting location before the next call arrives. 
The reduction in the computation model can be performed as follows. Around 
the last reporting cell of the mobile computer, we designate an area of possible cell 
locations where the mobile computer can be located in until the next call arrives. This 
area can be organized in rings of cells. We specify this area by the center location (last 
reported cell of the computer) and the number of surrounding rings, D, In general, 
there are K = 3(D + 1)D + 1 cells in the area. We truncate the transition rate matrix Q 
and reformulate the Markov chain Xm such that the state space will only consist of the 
cells inside the area. Although computation error may be introduced in this reduced 
problem, it can be justified with a substantial decrease in computation requirements. 
4.2 Optimal Paging 
When a mobile computer has turned off its connection for a long time, the prediction 
of its location at the wired network system will become inaccurate. It may be due 
to the inaccuracy of the measurement on the movement statistics of the mobile user, 
the computation error at the wired network, and more likely, the abrupt change of 
the movement pattern of the mobile user. In any case, paging becomes a necessary 
procedure for the network system to locate the mobile computer in order to allow 
a connection to be re-established. In this paging process, the wired network system 
sends the polling signals over the cells through the wireless channel. If the target 
computer listens to this channel and detects the polling signal, it will respond to 
the wired network system by sending an acknowledgement message. Because paging 
consumes computer resources on system signalling and wireless communication, we 
want to minimize the number of cells to page. 
In this section, we investigate a method to minimize the expected number of cells 
to page. We will use the location probability vector that can be obtained from the 
prediction method described in Section 4.1. Let the cells c1,c2,.. . , CN be the N cells 
in the cellular network. We minimize the expected number of cells to page by using 
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the location probability vector 7Tm{t) =<7 i^|m(^ )5 2^\m(^ )^  • • • 5 ^A |^m(^ )>5 which is the 
vector when a call arrival at time t since the mobile computer report its location at 
cell Cm in the last time. 
We also consider the paging delay bound, D, for paging, which models the maxi-
mum tolerable time the caller is willing to wait for. This delay bound is expressed in 
terms of polling cycles [AH95a]. In particular, the wired network is allowed to poll for 
mobile computer for at most D polling cycles. In each cycle, a group of cells will be 
paged simultaneously and then the wired network will wait for the response from the 
target mobile computer. If the computer has not replied for a specific time, another 
group of cells will be paged in the next cycle. This process continues until all the cells 
are paged or the mobile computer is found. In the former case, the paging process will 
report failure, meaning that the mobile computer cannot be contacted. Obviously, if 
the required delay bound is D, we can divide the cells by at most D groups, one for 
each polling cycle. 
In order to minimize the number of cells to page, the network has to page the 
cells in non-increasing order of location probability. More formally, let the sequence 
<i1^i2,... ,iN> be the ordered sequence of indices to the location probability vector 
such that 7Tii|m(^ ) > 7rj2|m(^ ) > . . . > 7T^ |^m(^ )- For a delay bound of D, we partition 
the cells into D groups by specifying D — 1 indices, Z1,Z2,...,�D—i, to the ordered index 
sequence. In this way, the cells <Ci^ ,〜，...，^n^ > form the first partition of cells and 
will be paged in the first polling cycle. The next partition is <Q^^+i,..., Q^_^  >, then 
<C5^/2+1?..., Cijg>? and so on. The last partition is the cells <Ci^_i+i, . . . , ci^>. For 
notational convenience, we let lo = 0, 1 < /1 < l2 < . . . < lo-i < N and lD = AT. Let 
the expected number of cells to be paged by the wired network be P(t, D, N). This 
function can be defined as 
D lj 
P{t,D,N) = ^lj J2 � � . (4.5) 
i = l k=lj-i+l 
Our aim here is to find the values of indices hJ2,. •. ,lD-i such that P(t, D, N) 
attains its minimum value, which we denote as Pmin{t, D, N). Note that the above 
re-ordering of cells is a requirement for the paging overhead to be minimized. It can 
be proved as follows. 
Theorem 4 The configuration of the cells in non-increasing order of location proba-
bility is a necessary requirement for the number of cell to be paged by the wired system 
to be minimum. 
Proof: We prove it by contradiction. Suppose that there exists an optimal paging 
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process that does not conform to the high-probability-first ordering. In other words, 
there is an index sequence < i i , ^ , . . . , ½ > such that there exists a pair of indices, 
a and b such that a < b and ni^\m < 7r^ j^ |m- Also assume that we have found the 
values for the indices “ “ 2 , . . . , l o - i such that the cost function in Equation (4.5) is 
now minimum. We analyze this paging process in two cases. 
Case 1: Suppose that the cells q^ and c“ are in the same partition, say in the partition 
<c/n_i+i , . . . , c/n> for some 1 < n < D. In this case, if we swap the indices ia and ib 
in the index sequence, the cost P(t, D, N) will remain the same, since the value of the 
term 1几 Y^^ k=i^ _^ +i i^k\m{t) in Equation (4.5 will remain the same. 
Case 2: Suppose that the cells Ci^  and � a r e not in the same partition. In other 
words, Ci^ is in the partition <c/^_j+i, . . •, c‘> while Ci^ is in <Q^_j+i , . . . , Q„> for 
some 1 < m < n < D‘ In this case, if we swap the indices ia and ^ in the index 
sequence, the change in the cost function (Equation (4.5)) will be given by 
^mT^ia\m{t) + ln7^ib\mit)\ - [ ^ m W i b | m W + ‘ � m W 
二 {ln — lm){7^iklm(t) H^|mW) (4.6) 
Since ni^^^{t) > 7r^ |^^ (t) and, from m < n, lm < ln, the above difference is greater 
than or equal to zero. In other words, we can obtain a lower value for the cost function 
P(t, D, N) by exchanging the indices ia and i^ in the index sequence. 
In conclusion, by swapping the indices ia and i^  in the index sequence, we can 
obtain equal or even lower value for the cost function P(t, D, N). This contradicts 
with the pre-supposition that a minimum cost can be attained even if 7r^ |^^  < n^^^ 
for some a < b. Therefore, the theorem is proved. • 
Now, we are going to devise methods to find the values of h , l2 , . . . J o - i such that 
P(t, D, N) attains its minimum value, Pmin[t,D,N). The assignment to the values 
of l1,l2,..., lo-i means that we partition the cells into D groups. However, in some 
cases, we can partition the cells into less than D groups and the minimum cost is 
reached simultaneously. In order to capture this characteristic, some of the indices can 
have the value N and so some empty partitions are created. 
One simple method to find the values for the indices is evaluate the cost function 
for all possible values hJ2,..., lo-i exhaustively. However, this method has a very 
high complexity, as shown by the following theorem. 
Theorem 5 The number ofpossihle assignments of values to the indices Z1,Z2,... ,lD_i 
is exponential in N. 
Proof: In this assignment problem, we have to assign D — 1 indices with N — 1 
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possible values (2, 3 , . . . , N, assuming that N > 2 for the problem to be meaningful). 
In general, there may be d partitions of cells, where d < D for the delay bound D, In 
this regard, 1 < h < l2 < . . . < ld-i < N and ld, /rf+i,..., lo-i are all equal to N. For 
the first d— 1 indices, there are thus (^Zi) combinations for values. Now, we vary the 
value of d from 1 to D, we have the following expression for the number of possible 
combination of values for the indices /1,Z2,.. • ,�D-i : 
Ef"-;)^EV"-M (-) 
i=i \ ^ — 1 / i=o \ 2 / 
which is exponential in N if the values of D approaches N. • 
In order to reduce the complexity, we propose a new method to evaluate the indices. 
This method uses the dynamic programming approach to solve the problem. Consider 
the simplest case where D = 1. In this case, the wired network can only page in one 
polling cycle and therefore only one partition can be formed. As a result, the expected 
number of cells to page should be equal to the total number of cells in the wireless 
network, N. Mathematically, we have 
Pmin{tA.N)=^N (4.8) 
Consider the other case where D > 1. In this case, we divide the problem into 
two parts. The first part is the problem of dividing the first k cells in the sequence 
< Cjj, Cj2,... ,CiN > into D — 1 partitions. This is equivalent to finding the value of 
Pmin{t) D — 1, k). The second part is to form one partition for the last, remaining 
N — k cells. Under this formulation, if the target mobile computer is inside one of the 
first k cells, then the expected minimum number of cells to page is Pmin{t, D-l^ k). On 
the other hand, if the computer is in one of the last N — k cells, the number of cells 
to page is N. By total probability, the expected minimum number of cells to page can 
then be given by 
Pmin{t, D, N) = min | Pmin{t, D - 1, k) + N Y^ 7T, |^W 1 (4.9) 
o<M"l ii^l j 
Therefore, we can obtain the minimum expected number of cells to page by using 
this recursive equation as well as the initial condition (Equation (4.8)). Moreover, 
the set of indices h , h , . . . , ^D-i can be obtained by backtracking the recursion. The 
complexity of this dynamic programming method is 0(ND), as proved by the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 6 The complexity of the recursive formulation Equations (4-S) and (4-9) is 
0{ND). 
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Proof: In Equation (4.9), the summation Y^f=k+i ^ij]m{t) can be evaluated beforehand 
and stored in a lookup table. It can be done complexity of 0(N). For the recursion, 
in order to evaluate the minimal cost, we need to evaluate the function for all values 
of k. Therefore, the complexity for one recursive step is 0(N). Lastly, there are D 
recursive steps in the evaluation. Therefore, the complexity for the whole algorithm is 
0{N) + 0{ND) = 0(ND), which is significantly lower than the exhaustive searching 
method. • 
Therefore, using our algorithm, we can derive the paging procedure efficiently. In 
particular, given a specific probability vector 7Tm, the minimum number of cells to page 
is the highest when the delay bound D is 1, at which the number of cells to page is AT, 
since only one partition can be formed. Another special case is that there is no delay 
bound, i.e. D = oc. In this case, the expected number of cells to page is minimum. 
This can be achieved by paging the cells one by one, in descending order of location 
probability. The minimum cost can be given by 
D 
Pmin{t, 00, N) = Y^ k7Ti^lm{t) (4-10) 
k=l 
However, the maximum delay by this paging method will be N. This is intolerable 
if the wireless network is large and there are many cells in the network. 
4.3 Transient Analysis 
In this section, we present two common protocols, namely the time-based proto-
col [Ros96] and the distance-based protocol [HA95b]. Furthermore, we demonstrate 
the practicability of employing transient analysis to evaluate the performance of these 
protocols. Figure 4.2 shows the general location update activity of a mobile computer. 
search broadcast 
I t £ j t n i j 1 
™ ^ \ _ _ ™ P M y _ _ _ • T i m e 
incoming call update communication session 
ends message 
Figure 4.2: Location Update Activity of a Mobile Computer 
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In this figure, the shaded regions are the durations in which the mobile computer 
has established a connection with the wired network subsystem. We do not address 
the mobility management in this region. It is related to the handover problem [Pol96 
which accounts for the communication throughput and reliability. 
Instead, we focus on the operations on the non-shaded region. Each of these regions 
begins at the end of a communication session of the mobile computer and the wired 
system. It lasts until another incoming call arrives or the mobile computer tries to con-
tact the base station spontaneously. In the former case, the wired network subsystem 
will search for the mobile computer inside the cellular network, i.e. paging is carried 
out, which has already been described in the last section. Note that it will result in 
a system overhead that is related to the location probabilities of the mobile computer 
at the time of paging. For the latter case, on the other hand, only the communication 
cost from the mobile computer is induced. We ignore this case because, it corresponds 
to the communication establishment issue rather than mobile terminal tracking. 
One extreme case is that the mobile computer does not send any update message to 
the base station. If the disconnected period between two consecutive communication 
sessions is long, the wired network subsystem will no longer be able to predict the 
current location of the mobile computer at a reasonable accuracy. Moreover, the 
distribution of the location probabilities among different cells may become less skew. 
These make the actual paging cost higher. 
In the other extreme, a mobile computer sends update messages to the wired net-
work whenever it changes its current location. This method reduces the paging call 
to the minimum. Nevertheless, the sending of location update messages also incurs 
an update cost, which accounts for the power consumption at the computer side, the 
overhead of the communication channel, and the processing at the static system. Ob-
viously, this protocol increases the update cost to the maximum. No matter which of 
these two extremes is better, it is very likely that we can reach a lower cost by varying 
the frequency of the location updates by the mobile computer. 
There are many location management protocols [MHS94, BNK93, BNKS94] in 
which a mobile computer does not need to send a location update message for every 
change in its cell location. Therefore, the wired system has to page for the mobile 
computer, as described in the previous section. As the time since the last location 
update increases, the prediction will become inaccurate. As a result, the cost of paging 
will also become higher. To solve this problem, the mobile computer will continually 
send some update messages to the wired system, indicating that its current location is 
at cell, say, Cm- In this way, the Markov process for location prediction is reinitialized 
and the location probability vector 7r^(0) is reset to ^rn\m{^) 二 1 and 7Tj|y^ (0) = 0 for all 
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i 7^  m. Therefore, we can maintain the accuracy of the prediction at the wired network 
and the skewness of the distribution of the location probabilities among different cells. 
The paging cost at the next arrival of incoming call can then be lowered. 
Nowadays, different protocols are proposed to balance the tradeoffs between the 
update cost and the searching cost so that the overall cost can be minimized. Here, 
we will investigate two commonly proposed protocols, the time-based protocol and the 
distance-based protocol. For each of these protocols, we illustrate the use of transient 
analysis to evaluate their performance. 
In these analyses, we make a simplification that we use a registration area approach 
to do paging. Specifically, a registration area is associated with the mobile computer. 
This area is assigned around the last reporting location of the mobile computer. The 
paging process proceeds in two phases. In the first phase, the cells inside the registra-
tion area are paged first. If the mobile computer is not found, all other cells will be 
paged in the second phase. This paging method is similar to the one used in the GSM 
standard, except that we assign the registration area dynamically depending on the 
last reporting cell of the mobile computer. 
Here, we also make a simplification that the system overhead of paging one cell is 
a constant, C; and the paging cost is additive in terms of the number of cells being 
paged by the wired system. In general, the paging cost also includes the wireless com-
munication induced, the signalling overhead inside the wired system, and the database 
transaction overhead at the HLR and VLRs. A more accurate cost model is the one 
that depends on the distance of the cell paged from the last reporting cell of the mo-
bile computer. As we will see later, our analysis can be easily extended to this general 
model. 
Since we use the registration area approach for paging here, the paging cost can 
vary with the size of the registration area. For an area of with distance less than or 
equal to d from the last reporting cell location, there are 2td{d + 1) + 1 cells in the 
area. Therefore, the cost of paging this area is {3d{d+ 1) + l)C. On the other hand, if 
the mobile computer is not found in the first phase of paging, the rest of the cellular 
network will be paged. This results in a paging cost of NC, where N is the total 
number of cells in the network. 
Another cost for mobile terminal tracking is the update cost, U, which is the cost 
for the mobile computer to send the location update message to the wired system as 
well as the system cost for the wired network to handle the update message. 
In the next subsections, we present and analyze the time-based protocol and the 
distance-based protocol respectively. The performance metric we use here is the cost 
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rate, which is the cost expended per unit time for the mobile terminal tracking. 
4.3.1 The Time-Based Protocol 
, i n c o m i n g call update / incoming call 
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Figure 4.3: Illustration for the Time-Based Protocol 
The time-based protocol is illustrated in Figure 4.3. In this protocol, the time 
domain is divided into consecutive periods. Each period is initiated by an update 
event, which can be an end of a call session or a sending of a location update message 
by the mobile computer. It is terminated when another location update message is 
sent or paging from the wired system occurs. 
In this time-based protocol, a time limit T is specified a priori for limiting the 
period length. If the period lasts for this time limit without any paging event, the 
mobile computer will send an update message to the wired network. As a result, 
a new period is initiated and another Markov process with a new reporting cell is 
generated for the location prediction. 
On the other hand, if there is an incoming call arriving at the wired network before 
the time limit, the network subsystem will page for the mobile computer. When 
the mobile computer receives this paging signal, it will reply the subsystem, and a 
communication session will be started. This period ends with a paging cost. 
One obviously advantage for this protocol is simplicity. We need only to implement 
a timer inside a mobile computer so as to trigger the events of location updates. 
However, this protocol has some deficiencies. Consider the simple case that a mobile 
computer moves inside a cellular network symmetrically and uniformly, i.e. moves to 
any one of the neighboring cells with equal probability and at the same rate over all 
the network. In this case, we can optimize it by identifying an optimal time limit T. 
However, if the mobile computer moves at a higher rate, the expected distance 
traveled by the mobile computer between two subsequent location updates will be 
larger. Consequently, the location probability vector and the update cost will change. 
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In this regard, we need to readjust the value of the time limit. In general, moreover, 
a mobile computer may have non-uniform movement pattern. Therefore, we need 
to have a separate optimal value for the mobile computer at each of the cell in the 
network. This makes the implementation more complicated. More importantly, as 
the movement pattern of the mobile computer changes over time, the system has to 
re-compute all the optimal values. This increases the maintenance cost vastly. 
Transient Analysis of the Time-Based Protocol 
In our derivation of the cost rate, we consider a single time period that begins with a 
location update and ends with either another location update or paging. We will first 
derive the expected tracking cost of the period and then the expected length duration. 
The expected cost rate is then the ratio of the expected cost and the period length. 
If the time period terminates with a location update, i.e. the mobile computer 
sends an update message to the base station, then an update cost of U is incurred. 
This period will also ends at time T, which is the time limit for the time-based protocol. 
In another case, if there is a call arrives at time t (0 < t < T) in the period, the 
static network will page for the mobile computer. If the mobile computer remains inside 
the location area, the cost of polling is KC, where C is the overhead for polling a single 
cell, where K = 3(d + l)d + 1. However, if the computer is outside the location area, 
the overall cost of polling for the computer is NC. Let r^ =<ri\m : ^ — 1,2, . . •, N> 
be a column vector such that ”如 = 1 if cell ci is at a distance less than or equal to d 
from Cm, and r^ |^ ^ = 0 otherwise. Using the location probabilities derived previously, 
the probability of the mobile computer staying inside the area is 7Tm(Z)rm and that 
of outside the area is 1 — 7Tyn(t)r^. Therefore the polling cost when an incoming call 
arrives at time t is 
KC[7Tm{t)Vm] + NC[1 - TT^^r^] = NC 一 {N-K)Cnm{t)Tm^ (4.11) 
Assume that the arrivals of the incoming calls form an indepedent Poisson process 
with parameter fi. The probability distribution function of the time for the call arrival 
is P(t) = 1 — e_^. Subsequently, the probability that the time period terminates with 
an incoming call is given by 1 — e_"T, while the probability that the period terminates 
with the delivery of an update message by the mobile computer is e~^^, where T is 
the time limit for the time-based protocol. Unconditioning update and paging cases, 
we have the expected cost of tracking the mobile computer for one single period: 
C^{T) = UeiT + � � N C - {N-K)C7rm{t)rm} "e_"* dt (4.12) 
J 0 
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Substitute Equation (4.3) into the above formula and then rearrange the expression, 
we now have 
Cl{T) = Ue-^ + [T iNC — (N-K)C [f； e-^^^p^(n)rJ | "e_^^^ dt 
九 1 1^0 “ JJ 
=Ue_# + NC(1 - e-"T) 
00 � r T (M\^ ‘ 
-{N-K)CY, / e-^'^f,e-^'dt p^(n)r^ 
n=0 L^0 ^' -
=Ue-^^ + NC{1 - e"^^) 
- ( A r - i O C / ^ g ( ~ ^ ) 1 f e - ( A + " ) “ ( A + ” f ] � f l p^(n)r^. 
n=oVA + /i7 [Jo n! � 
(4.13) 
Noting that 
(A + ^ ) e - ( A + / ^ ) ^ M + * (4.14) 
n! 
is the density function for an ( n + l)-th stage Erlang distribution, we can arrive at 
the following identity: 
r e-(A..)tKA±# 浙 : £ KM^ . ^ (4.15) 
/0 n! 么 i! A + M 
As a result, we now have 
C^(T) = [/e-^^ + NC(1 - e-^^) 
, M 1 ^ � " ^ ( A V [ ^ [(A + " ) T P . 6 - 陶 『 - ( � 
- 轉 〜 5 ( ^ ) 产 ? + 1 ~ 7 ^ . " ^ _ 口 急 
=Ue-^^ + NC{l - e-^^) 
, � ^ ^ ( A \^ [[(A + /i)Tp' e - ( A + " ) r ] , � 
• m c " E j : J w ) [ S f ^ ' — J - ( " ) -
=Ue-^^ + NO(l-e-^^) 
- 卿 摆 細 ^ ^ . 勞 卜 
= U e _ t " T + 7VC(1 - e-仲、 
(M … $ 巧 A y r [ ( A + M ) T r e - ( w i 
- ( A T - K ) a , E E ( ^ J [ ^ r : i : ^ j p - W r n ^ 
=Ue-^"T + 7VC(1 — e_^) 
(M r � r ^ ^ f A V [ [ ( A + / i ) T ] _ e - (A+" )1 
- ( " - ^ � S S U T ^ ) [ - T ^ ^ j P - W r -
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=C/e"^^ + NC{l - e-^^) 
- ( i V - K ) C - f > - ( A + " ) W ( A + ? ) " p = o i X ^ “ . ) M . _ 
\ ^ n! n + 1 
n=0 _ _ 
Lastly, this can be written in the following form: 
C^(T) = c/e"^^ + NC{l - e-^^) 
-(N-K)CfiT f ； e - ( A + " ) r f c > ^ / ( n ) (4.17) 
r> 几* n=0 
where / ( n ) can be evaluated recursively as 
“ 1 1 � n + 1 " 、丄广 A \"+^ Pm{n + l)rm 
< , ( — ) = 口 膨 ( ^ ) n + 2 . (4.18) 
� /(0) = Pm(0)r^ 
For the duration of the time period, if the period ends with a location update, the 
period should be T. Otherwise, if the period ends with an arriving call, the length t of 
the period can be defined by the probability density functionp(t) = /ie_W. Therefore, 
the distribution of the duration of the time period is exponential truncated at T with 
rate /x; and the expected duration of the period is given by 
fT 1 _ p - " r 
DUT) = / tfj^e-^dt + Te—^ = — ~ . (4.19) 
Jo M 
Note that both the expected cost and the expected duration of each time period 
are conditioned on the last reporting cell location, Cm, of the mobile computer. By 
removing this condition, we have the expected cost rate for this time based protocol 
with parameter T as the following: 
EriT)=与二1喝⑵兀饥 (4.20) 
� ) E ^ = i D l { T ) n m 
In this protocol, we want to find an optimal parameter T* such that the average 
expected cost ExiT*) is minimized. However, in our mobility model, we allow a non-
uniform computer movement pattern over the cellular network. Instead of finding a 
single optimal value of the time limit for this protocol, it would be theoretically better 
to find an optimal vector of time limits T* -<T( : 1 < i < N> such that each 
element T* represents the optimal value when the mobile computer is in cell (¾, i.e. 
Cf[[T*)/Dj{T*) is minimum for all 1 < i < N. These values can be found for each 
cell separately because they are independent of each other. 
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Figure 4.4: Illustration for the Distance-Based Protocol 
4.3.2 Distance-Based Protocol 
Figure 4.4 illustrates the distance-based protocol. In this protocol, the mobile 
computer will listen to the broadcast channel from the base station to locate itself 
inside the cellular network, even though there is not a communication channel between 
them. A distance limit is defined in this protocol. When the mobile computer detects 
that it has gone farther away from the last reporting location than the distance limit, it 
will send a location update message. In other words, we can consider it as a registration 
area assigned around the mobile computer's last reporting cell. 
When an incoming call arrives, the wired system will page over the cellular network. 
On the other hand, we can see that in this protocol, the mobile computer will definitely 
be inside the registration area since if it were not, an update notification will be sent. 
Therefore, it is not necessary for the wired system to page outside the location area. 
In this regard, the paging cost can be lowered. Note that it the distance limit is set to 
zero, this protocol will become the always-update protocol. 
All in all, the distance-based protocol has an advantage over the time-based proto-
col, which is that the mobile computer is within the registration area. This can lower 
the paging cost at the wired network substantially. However, it still inherits the dis-
advantages of the time-based protocol. The distance limit, which is the optimization 
heuristic in the distance-based protocol, varies with the movement pattern as well as 
the moving rate of the mobile computer. It means that we need different values of the 
distance limit at different reporting cells in the network. 
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Transient Analysis of the Distance-based Protocol 
The general method for the mathematical derivation of the cost rate is the same as the 
one presented in the time-based protocol. We derive the expected cost rate by finding 
the expected cost for a single period and then the expected length of the duration of 
the period. 
The probability distribution of the event of location update, however, is not as 
simple as the one in the time-based protocol, which is the truncated exponential dis-
tribution in the time-based protocol. In this distance-based protocol, the criterion for 
the mobile computer to send an update message is for the computer to move away 
from its last reporting cell by more than a distance limit apart. In our mobility model, 
we use the cell location of the mobile computer as the state in the Markov process. 
Therefore, the location update can be viewed as the event that the Markov process 
changes from one state, which correspond to a cell location within the distance bound, 
to another state, which correspond to a cell location that is out of the bound. 
With this insight, we can model the time for the location update as the first passage 
time for the Markov process to change some states (cells within the distance bound) 
to some other states (cell out of the distance bound). The distribution of the time is 
a phase distribution [Nel95], of which the probability density function is denoted as 
fm{t). By deriving the expression for fm{t)^ we can get the expression for the expected 
cost for a location update period, C^{d), given that the last location update is at cell 
Cm- The expression is as shown in the following: 
roo roo 
C^{d) = / Ufm[t)e-^'dt + / KC^ie-^'\l — Fm{t)]dt (4.21) 7o Jo 
where Fm(t) is the probability distribution function for fm(i)- The first term is the 
expected cost for location update, and the second term is the expected cost for paging. 
As we have assumed in the analysis of the time-based method, the incoming calls form 
an independent Poisson process with the parameter /i. Therefore, the first term of 
the above expression denotes the case that there is no call arrived at the period and 
the period ends with a location update, which results in an update cost U. While 
the second term corresponds to the case that there is an arriving call and there is 
no location update during the period. For this case, the paging cost is KC, where 
K = 3d(rf + 1) + 1 is the number of cells within the distance limit. Note that in 
the distance-based protocol, the mobile computer should be within the distance limit. 
Therefore, the wired system needs not page the cells outside the region. Using similar 
argument, we can also derive the expected length, D^{d), of the period given that 
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that the last reporting cell is Cm- The expression is 
roo fOO 
D^{d) = / tfrMe-^dt + / tf,e-^'[l - i^ mW]G .^ (4.22) 
Jo Jo 
Note that the phase distribution function fm{t) also depends on the last reporting 
cell. The reason can be easily followed from the fact that, in the distance-based 
protocol, the time until the next location update is dependent on the mobility of the 
mobile computer. Because our movement model allows different movement patterns 
across the geographical area, this mobility in turn depends on the starting location, 
Cm, of mobile computer. Now, the remaining task is to find the expression of /m(0. 
The phase distribution function can be derived as follows. Prom our movement 
model described in Section 4.1, we reconstructed a new continuous time Markov process 
of which the state space consists of K^1 states, where K = 3d{d^ 1) +1 is the number 
of cells inside the registration area. The first K states correspond to the K possible 
cell locations in 7irn = {c^, Cr^, •.., c^ ；^ } within a distance limit d from Cm- The last 
state corresponds to the case that the mobile computer is outside the registration area. 
The time at which the mobile computer leaves location area can then be determined 
as the first passage time to the (K+l)-st state in this new process. 
Prom the original mobility matrix Q, we construct a truncated version ofthe tran-
sition rate matrix R ^ = [r^] for this new Markov chain. Without loss of gener-
ality, let the first K states be 5 f , 5 ^ , . . . , 5^ which correspond to K cell locations 
Cr^ , Cr2, •.., Crj^  respectively, and the extra state s � + ! be the state of the mobile com-
puter is out of the distance bound. The transition rate matrix R ^ for this chain has 
the following form: 
B,m= U : ^ - (4.23) 
where Vm = [u^] is a K x K matrix whose elements correspond to the rates at which 
the mobile computer move across different cells within the registration area. Therefore, 
u^ = qn,Tj in Q for i / j. The matrix A ^ = [af'] is a X-element column vector where 
aY^  is the rate at which the mobile computer goes out of the registration area from cell 
V 
C^ ^，%• 6 • 
a T = E qn,k (4.24) 
klCj^ ^ 7^ -m 
In this analysis, we are only interested in the movement of the mobile computer 
when it is inside the location area. Therefore, we can construct this Markov chain 
by reducing the state of the mobile computer being out of the distance limit be an 
absorbing state. Using this construction, the elements in the last row, which correspond 
to the outgoing rate of absorbing state, s h , are all zeros. 
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Using uniformization, we transform the above Markov process into a discrete ver-
sion and get the step transition matrix Sm = I + Rm/Am for the new discrete chain, 
where Am = max{-uu : i = 1,2,. . . ’ Jf^ }. Sm will then have the following form: 
S^ = [ ^ ^ ， 1 (4.25) 
Let 7r'^{t) =<7T .^| (^t) : 1 < i < K> be the location probability vector whose element 
n^^(t) represents the probability that the mobile computer is located inside cell Cn in 
the location area at time t. This probability is given by 
< ^ W = £ e - U % f ^ 7 4 ( 0 ) V : (4.26) 
rv Tl. n=0 
The probability distribution function Fm(t) of the time until the location of the mobile 
computer exceeds the distance bound {i.e. going to the absorbing state, SK+i) is 
defined by 
Fm(t)三 1 - ^ t ) e = 1 - £ e - ^ - ' ^ ^ 7 r U 0 ) V Z e , (4.27) « At. n=0 
where e is a column vector whose elements are all l's. Differentiate Equation (4.27), 
we get the probability density function as follows: 
fm(t) = I { l - E e-'-'^nUO)V;i,ej 
1 n=0 • J 
= I { l - e -^ -V ; , ( 0 ) e - f e - ^ ^ ^ i ^ n U O ) V : ^ e j 
=Ame-^-'rrUO)e — f | { e " A ^ ^ i ^ } 7r;,(0)V-e 
n=l � . 
= A ^ e - A � “ 0 ) e + g { A ^ e - - - ^ ^ - 八 饥 6 - - 一 ^ ^ ^ ^ 卜 口 0 ) 乂 》 
= £ Ame-^ -^%J^7r ; , (0 )V-e — f： A ^ , - A . t l A ^ ^ ; ^ ( o ) v - + i e 
八 fh» r\ f V • 
n=0 n=0 
= g A ^ e - ^ - ^ ^ ^ < ( 0 ) V - ( I - V^)e 
A 77># 
n=0 
= E A ^ e - L t % ^ 7 r U 0 ) V ; ^ (4.28) 
_ Tv* n=0 
where B ^ = (I — V"m)e can be followed from the general property of the stochastic 
matrix Sm that the sum of elements in a row is always equal to 1. 
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Substitute Equations (4.27) and (4.28) into (4.21) and do the integration, we arrive 
at the following equation for the expected cost in the period: 
C ^ 二 r V [ f > - e - A ^ ' ^ ^ < ^ ( 0 ) V & B j e - " W 
九 LS) … J 
roo �00 (S, +\n ‘ 
+ / KC^e-^' E^"^'^^^^m(0)V;^e dt 
九 Lnti n! J 
� � r o o , �(！^ f�n 1 
= E / e - ( A - + " ) * i ^ ^ d t (rA^7r;(0)V;^Bm + i ^ C " 7 C ( 0 ) V M 
n=o L"^o n. � 
二 Y (Jtii^X \ 广 ; u , i + " ) z r y 
;^)VAm + y^/ [Jo n! . 
X {UAm^'^{0)V^Bm + KCfin'^{0)V^e) 
= Y ( Am y r(n + 1) r U A m n ' ^ r n ^ B m + KCf,7T'^(0)Y^e\ 
_ ^Q VAm + M/ n! \ ^m+fJ' / 
= f - ( Am y 7 r U m ^ { U ^ m B m + KCf^e) (429) 
一 ^Q VAm + M/ A^+/X . 
where r(n) = J^t^~^e~^dt is the Gamma function. Note that n is an integer in the 
series and so we can use the identity that F(1 + n)三几！, n = 0 , 1 , — 
Using similar approach, we can find the expected period length. Substitute Equa-
tions (4.27) and (4.28) into Equation (4.22), we have 
D^{d) = r J f ： A^e"^-^^^<(0)V-Bj e-^'dt 
0^ Ln=0 化 J 
+ [ 〜 - 柏 [ f > - A “ ^ ^ 7 4 W V � l dt 
^0 Ln=0 几. 」 
oo �广00 � \n fU+l ‘ 
二 Y^ / e-(An,+M)t^V^^^ (Am7r;,(0)V-B^+/.7r; , (0)V-e) 
二 L � … J 
= Y {八饥)"r(n + 2) Mm7r;^(Q)V;^B^ + /i7r;,(0)v;^e>| 
— ^ o V A m + Ai/ n\ V A^ + yLt / 
二 V ( Am A “ (n + l X ( 0 ) V ^ ( B ^ A ^ + eM) (4 30) 
— ^ A ^ y J (Am+/^)2 . ‘ 
Lastly, the average expected cost rate for the distance-based protocol is then given by 
秘=安1泛(二)广. (4.31) 
Em=l D i^d)7Tm 
In this protocol, we manage to find the optimal value d* such that the average 
expected cost Enid*) is minimized. Again, because our movement model allows a non-
uniform movement pattern of a mobile computer inside the network, it is advantageous 
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to evaluate an optimal vector d* =<d- : 1 < i < N> where each element d- represents 
the optimal distance value for the cell Cj. Since the values for each element in the 
vector is independent, we can derive the optimal value for each cell separately. 
4.4 The Reverse-Guessing Protocol 
In the studies of the time-based protocol and the distance-based protocol, we find 
that the performance of these protocols are dependent on both the movement patterns 
of the mobile computers and the paging methods (which is also shown numerically 
in Section 4.5). Whilst in realistic situations, the mobility is non-uniform across a 
geographic region of the wireless network. Therefore, we have to use different heuristic 
values when the mobile computer is located in a different cell. Moreover, it is very 
likely that the mobility configuration of a mobile computer will also change over time. 
As a result, the wired network system has to recompute all the optimal heuristics 
periodically. This requires a great computational efforts for the mobility tracking 
since the number of subscribers in a personal communication network is expected to 
be tremendous. 
Another problem for these protocols is that these protocols has an implicit as-
sumption that the mobile computer has a symmetric movement pattern [BN95]. It 
is, however, obvious that if the computer move to a different place, the value of the 
heuristic should be different. This problem is hidden by the simplified models used 
in other analyses. Therefore, it is difficult to establish the relationship between the 
heuristic values and the cost of mobile terminal tracking. 
We are now motivated to devise a new protocol that are more adaptive to the 
changing mobility configuration of a mobile computer. Indeed, the ideal protocol for 
mobile terminal tracking is the one that can prompt the mobile computer to send an 
update message whenever the expected cost for paging the mobile computer is higher 
than the cost of location update. 
This ideal protocol, however, is unrealizable because the value of the expected cost 
depends on the on-line movement of the mobile computer as well as the prediction of the 
wired network system. Also, the location probabilities of the mobile computer changes 
with time. This requires immeasurable computation overhead on the calculation of 
the expected cost all the time. 
Here, we propose a new algorithm, the reverse-guessing algorithm, that accounts 
for the paging cost and the update cost in a more direct manner. In this protocol, 
we assume that the mobile computer will also have the statistics about its movement 
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patterns. It will also use the same prediction method as the wired network system so 
that it can know what the wired system predict on its current location. 
The protocol operates as the following. At certain time intervals, the computer 
evaluates its location probability in the same way as the wired network (as presented 
in Section 4.1). Then we rearrange cells such that the location probabilities are in 
decreasing order of magnitudes. Lastly, the mobile computer then looks up the position 
of its current cell in the sequence, which we term it as the rank If the rank is greater 
than a predefined limit for the protocol, then an update message will be sent. The 
protocol is presented in a more formal manner in Figure 4.5. 
At time t since the last location update at cell Cm'-
1. Evaluate the location probability 7r^ =<7Ti|m,兀2丨爪,...,^ N\m> using 
Equation (4.3) and the same mobility matrix as recorded at the wired 
network 
2 Sort the cells in order of non-increasing location probabilities, i.e. evaluate 
the sequence of indices <i1,i2, . . . , ^N> such that 兀“丨爪 > ？^丨爪 ^ . . . ^ 
^iN\m' 
3. Observe the current location c^. 
4. Look up k in the sequence <i1,i2,. • • )iV> such that k = ir, which r is the 
rank. 
5. If r > THRESHOLD, send location update message; otherwise end. 
Figure 4.5: The Reverse-Guessing Protocol 
In this protocol, we need extra storage space at the mobile computer to store the 
movement statistics. Also, we need the processing overhead at the mobile computer to 
compute the location probability. It is the major drawback of the protocol. However, 
as technology evolves, the problem of deficiency in disk space and processor power at 
the mobile computer will become less critical than the scarcity of the wireless media. 
It is a good tradeoff for the overhead of tracking at the expense of the processing 
and storage overhead at the computer. Moreover, because each mobile computer only 
needs to take care of its own mobility, the overhead is relatively small. 
The length of the period can be varied according to different criteria. In general, 
the more frequent the protocol is invoked, the lower the tracking overhead can be 
achieved. However, more computation overhead is induced. For example, a timer can 
be set for a specific time limit. If the time limit expires, the protocol is started. The 
protocol can also be executed at each of the change in the cell location of the mobile 
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computer. However, if the mobile computer moves quickly, the computation may be 
very frequent. This protocol can also be augmented with the distance-based method. 
Instead of the sending the update message directly, the protocol is invoked. 
The main reason to choose the rank as the heuristic for this protocol can be followed 
from Section 4.2. In the analysis of our paging protocol, we can see that the cost of 
paging is approximately directly related to the rank of the mobile computer's current 
cell in the location probability sequence. In other words, if the value of the rank is 
larger, the actual paging cost will be higher. Therefore, we can use the rank as a more 
direct estimate of the paging cost. 
There are many advantages for this protocol. First of all, it is an online protocol. 
The mobile computer will keep track of its current location and use it to obtain a more 
precise estimate of the paging cost. Moreover, The value of the heuristic (rank) for our 
reverse-guessing protocol is insensitive to different mobility patterns. This results in 
a more adaptive optimization as compared to the time-based and the distance-based 
protocols. Lastly, the protocol involves only the calculation of the location probability, 
which is efficient enough to be implemented inside a mobile computer. Moreover, we 
can lower the complexity of the prediction at the mobile computer by the reducing the 
problem size, as described in Section 4.1. 
4.5 Experiments 
In this section, we are going to do some numerical comparisons on the protocols de-
scribed in Section 4.3. There are two experiments in this section. The main objective 
of the first experiment is to show the soundness of our transient analysis. Moreover, 
we want to compare the performance of the time-based and the distance-based pro-
tocols. In the second experiment, we want to compare the performance of different 
protocols and show that the performance of our proposed reverse-guessing protocol is 
better than the others. 
Experiment 1. In this experiment, we want to illustrate the soundness of our pro-
posed transient analysis. In order to do so, we first obtain analytically the perfor-
mance results of the time-based and the distance-based protocols from Equations (4.20) 
and (4.31) respectively. Then, we use simulation to emulate the actual movements of 
a mobile computer and compare the simulation results with the theoretical ones. 
The configuration of the cellular network in this experiment consists of 721 cells, 
which is made up of closely packed cells in 16 layers. The incoming calls to the mobile 
computer is a Poisson process with rate /i 二 0.1 calls per unit time. Moreover, the 
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mobile computer will follow a uniform and symmetric movement pattern. In particular, 
the probability for the mobile computer to go from one cell to another is once per unit 
time. While the move rate A is equal to once per unit time. The cost for paging a cell 
is a constant C of 10 units; and the cost for the mobile computer to send a location 
update message is U = 100 units. 
It is worth noting that, in our transient analysis, we assume that the paging protocol 
is using a registration area approach. This approach has two steps. In the first step, 
cells inside the registration area are pages first. In the target mobile computer is not 
found, the other cells will be polled in the next step. 
Figure 4.6 shows the results for this experiment. In part (a), we show the results 
of the time-based protocol with using the transient analysis. Since we use a two-step 
paging here, different curves in the graph represents different sizes of the registration 
area. For instance, the registration area will have only one cell if the distance is 1. 
For distance equals to 3, the size of the registration will be 19, using the formula 
K = 3d(d — 1) + 1. 
Compare with part (b) which is the simulation result. The evaluation using our 
transient analysis is quite accurate. This proves the soundness of our analysis of the 
time-based protocol. 
Prom these curves, we can see that different sizes of the location areas result in 
different performance output. Moreover, the trends along different time limits are also 
different among the curves. In particular, the location area with the registration are of 
3 layers of cells achieves the lowest cost at T = 4.0 units. Lastly, we can also see that 
the minimum points may not exist in some sizes [e.g., distance = 7) of registration 
area. 
Lastly, by comparing the results of parts (c) and (d), we can see that our tran-
sient analysis on the distance-based protocol is also very accurate as compared to the 
simulation result. This proves the soundness of using our transient analysis technique 
to determine the performance of this protocol. Also, we can see that there exists an 
optimal point at distance limit of 2. 
Experiment 2. In this experiment, we compare the performance results of the time-
based protocol, the distance-based protocol and the proposed reverse guessing protocol. 
As we have not evaluated the performance of the reverse-guessing protocol analytically, 
we will use simulation in this part of comparison. 
This experiment is divided into four cases, each of them differs from each other 
by the mobility pattern. In the first case一the uniform mobility一the mobility of the 
mobile computer is uniform and symmetric across the whole cellular network. This 
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case occurs when the mobile user is inside a prosperous area of a city, where probably 
random walk is the most realistic model. In the second case—the random mobility— 
the move rate of the computer from one cell to another cell is generated randomly 
from uniform distribution of move rate. In the third, or the zone case, the computer 
has a tendency to stay inside a geographical area. In the last case, the circle case, the 
computer moves along a circular path. Many common user movement patterns can be 
generated by superimposing the different movement patterns mentioned above. 
In all these cases, we carried out five protocols. The first one corresponds to 
the case that the mobile computer will not send any update message. The second 
one corresponds to the case that the computer sends an update whenever it enters 
a different cell. The last three protocols are time-based, distance-based and reverse-
guessing protocols respectively. 
The network configuration is the same as the previous experiment, in which the 
network is composed of 721 cells. The only different is the assignment of the move rates 
from one cell to another cell, which are now geographically dependent according to the 
different cases mentioned above. For a fair comparison, however, we have normalize 
the move rates in such a way that the maximum move rate is set to be once per unit 
time. 
Protocol Uniform Random Zone Circle 
No Update 24.6926= 15.298^" 7.8195 3.09715 
Always Update 100.679 100.681" 1Q0.6T7" 100.681 
Time-Based 18.9124(9)" 12.1886(13) 7.6240(1^ 3.09715(o^ 
Distance-Based 23.1667(8) 15.9603(8) 7.6983(llt" 3.03874(11^" 
Reverse-Guessing 13.4576(30) 9.13518(30) 5.79265(3oj 3 . 0 2 8 2 8 ( ^ 
Table 4.1: Simulation costs for different update protocols under various movement 
pattern in Experiment 2 
The performance results for the experiment is tabulated in 4.1. In this table the 
minimum costs for different protocols under different movement patterns are recorded. 
Also, the optimal parameter values (i.e. time period limit for the time-based protocol, 
the distance limit for the distance-based protocol, and the threshold for the rank in 
the reverse-guessing protocol) are recorded inside the brackets. 
Prom this result, we can see that the performance results of different protocol 
vary under different movement patterns. Moreover, the optimal parameter settings for 
the time-based and the distance-based protocol also change with different movement 
patterns. 
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The most important of all, however, is that the performance of the reverse-guessing 
protocol is always the best among all five protocols, regardless of the movement pat-
terns under investigation. Moreover, the optimal value of the heuristic, the threshold 
for the rank, does not change in any pattern as well. As a result, our proposed reverse-
guessing protocol is suitable for many types of mobility patterns. It is also shown the 
optimal setting is invariant to different user movement patterns values such as the ratio 
of the update cost to the cost of paging. This is extremely useful because the wired 
system does not need to record the optimal settings of the mobile computers and, more 
importantly, it does not need to re-adjust the settings if the movement patterns of the 
computers change over time. 
Chapter 5 
Conclusions & Future Work 
The personal communication network is the basis platform to support the mobile 
computing environment, whose mission is to provide the subscribers with computer 
network services seamlessly wherever they are located. It is done by integrating wired 
network systems with wireless ones. 
In this system, nevertheless, there are many differences from the conventional client-
server systems. As the technology advances, the resources for wired computer networks 
are increasing with rapid rates; while, at the same time, the improvement in wireless 
network resources is still hindered by the intrinsic physical properties for electromag-
netic media and the portability concerns of mobile computers. This widening gap 
causes significant bottlenecks at the wireless network part. To improve the situation, 
software techniques are therefore indispensable. 
In this thesis, we have presented a novel distributed data caching protocol to en-
hance the efficiency of information delivery at the wireless network system. We have 
also proposed some techniques to lower the system cost for mobile terminal tracking. In 
these investigations, we primarily focus on the minimization on the use of wireless com-
munication resource, which is the most critical scarce resource that has to be managed 
carefully. This is done at the expense of other more abundant resources. Nonetheless, 
we have also considered other factors, such as the limited storage space and processor 
power at the mobile computers, system signalling inside the wired networks, workloads 
on the systems, among others. 
In this chapter, we will summarize our work and discuss on some interesting issues. 
In the coming section, we will summarize our work on using distributed data caching 
to reduce the communication overheads at the wireless network. After that, we will 
consolidate our work on mobile terminal tracking. 
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5.1 Distributed Data Caching 
Data caching is an important technique in client-server systems. It improves the per-
formance of data access by replicating copies of frequently accessed data at the clients. 
In view of this, it is favorable to deploy this technique in the mobile computing en-
vironment so as to reduce the communication of the limited wireless channels. This 
environment, however, has some characteristics different from the wired networks. In 
the wireless network, the base station can use the dissemination channel to deliver 
information to virtually infinite number of mobile computers within a cell. Yet, the 
bandwidth of this wireless channel is very limited. Moreover, various resources such 
as cache memory at mobile computers is also constrained by portability reasons. 
In this thesis, we regard the caching problem as a different optimization problem. 
Instead of optimizing for the access performance at the mobile computers, we opti-
mize, from the base station's point of view, for the overall bandwidth consumption of 
the wireless channels. We have also considered the storage constraints in the mobile 
computers. This optimization is accomplished by exploring the dissemination nature 
of the downlink channel from the base station to the mobile computers. 
We have proposed a novel distributed caching protocol where the base station 
broadcasts a set of data objects to the mobile computers within a cell. This protocol 
involves the base station to select a set of data objects to broadcast and the mobile 
computers to select and cache a subset of objects from this broadcast. We have proved 
that, however, in order to minimize overall communication, both the selection processes 
at the base station and the mobile computers are NP-hard. Therefore, we propose 
strategies for the base station and the mobile computers to attain a near-optimal 
performance. 
For the mobile computers, we have proposed a greedy method to do cache selection. 
This method can attain a guaranteed performance at an 0{NlogN) complexity. At 
the base station, we have also proposed an efficient and effective heuristic strategy, 
the Active strategy, for deriving a near-optimal solution at an 0{MNlog N) time. In 
addition to proposing these algorithms, we have also analyzed their performance and 
compared them to a conventional client-server caching protocol, the Passive strategy. 
In the performance analysis, we have proposed an unattainable lower bound for 
overall communication bandwidth consumption. By comparing the output of our 
strategies with this bound, we can get insights on the real performance for our proposed 
method. Moreover, we have derived closed form expressions of the performance met-
rics for our protocol, which are the wireless communication bandwidth consumption 
and response time. 
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Using the above performance metrics, we have shown that our proposed Active 
strategy can reduce the wireless communication overhead and, at the same time, the 
expected response times for the database accesses are shortened. As a result, we can 
accommodate more mobile computers inside a cell as well as increase the overall system 
performance using this protocol. 
This research is based on the rationale that, because the broadcast channel can 
be shared by many mobile computers at the same time, we need to manage the use 
of this channel such that data objects of general interest should be broadcasted. The 
base station takes the role as an arbitrator to balance the tradeoffs among different 
individual requests from the mobile computers. This belief, in general, can be readily 
employed in other broadcasting protocols. 
In this thesis, we have chosen a simple synchronous broadcast protocol to demon-
strate our idea. However, the general idea is compatible with other methods. For 
example, we may use asynchronous broadcast instead of synchronous. We can also 
deliver the invalidation information in batches, as suggested in [BI94]. Lastly, we can 
also extend it to support the allocation of communication bandwidths to different data 
objects, such as the one in [AAFZ95]. 
5.2 Mobile Terminal Tracking 
Mobile terminal tracking is an essential mechanism for the personal communication 
network to location a disconnected mobile computer so as to re-establish a connection 
to the computer. Currently, research efforts have been made so as to reduce the system 
overhead for this process. This problem can be divided into three issues. First, we need 
a reliable and efficient prediction method to locate a moving mobile computer. Second, 
given a prediction on the possible locations, an optimal paging strategy is required to 
minimize the search cost. Lastly, with the optimal paging strategy with the associated 
costs, an optimal update strategy is necessary to balance with the paging cost such 
that the overall cost is minimal. In this thesis, we have addressed all these issues. 
There are many protocols proposed with the target at balancing the update cost 
with the paging cost, such as the time-based protocol and the distance-based protocol. 
To test the performance of these protocols, researchers have devised some mathemati-
cal models to evaluate the system costs. However, their models may not be capable of 
capturing real life characteristics of user movement that are important in the perfor-
mance evaluation. In particular, for easy formulation, they assume that each mobile 
computer has a spatially uniform, symmetric movement pattern. Moreover, they do 
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not address the issues that the location of a mobile computer depends on the time an 
incoming call arrives. As a result, their evaluation may not be reliable as compared to 
the performance of these protocols during actual deployment. 
To cope with these deficiencies, we have proposed a novel, more general mathemat-
ical framework to include those important properties. This framework is based on a 
continuous-time Markov process whose states are the locations of a mobile computer. 
In this way, we can model the different movement patterns by determining the state 
transition rate matrix. Moreover, in order to capture the time-varying property of the 
location of a mobile computer, we employ the uniformization method to evaluate the 
transient location probabilities accurately and efficiently. 
By using this framework, we can compare different update and paging protocols in 
a uniform manner. In this thesis, we have demonstrated the use of this framework to 
derive analytically the performance of the time-based and the distance-based protocols. 
We have also used simulation analysis to show that the results obtained in our analysis 
are very close to their actual performance. 
In addition to these analyses, we have also take advantage of the prediction result 
to devise an optimal probability-based paging protocol. This protocol can obtain an 
optimal paging process such that the overall paging cost is minimized. 
Lastly, another important contribution in this thesis is that we have proposed a 
new update protocol, the reverse-guessing protocol, that uses a better heuristic to help 
the mobile computer determine when to send an update message. This protocol can 
result in a lower system cost for mobile terminal tracking. 
Although we have illustrated the abilities of our model to capture different user 
movement patterns and to address the time-varying property of user locations, our 
framework can still be extended to a more general model. First of all, the direction 
of user movement is also an important hint to predict user location. For example, in 
a two-way highway, a car often moves only along one direction. It seldom turns back 
and moves in opposite direction in the middle of the road. It is worth noting that our 
movement model can easily be extended to include the direction information. Instead 
of just recording the current location in the Markov process, we can also incorporate 
into the state the current direction of movement of the mobile computer. However, 
this extension will increase the transition rate matrix of the Markov process by another 
dimension. In other words, the complexity for the prediction will be increased. 
Another possible extension is allow different arrival patterns for incoming calls to 
a mobile computer, rather than requiring it to conform to a Poisson arrival pattern. 
This can be done by determining the distribution function of the time a call arrives. 
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However, the mathematical analysis will become more convoluted. 
Besides these modeling techniques, we can also explore better solutions to the 
mobile terminal tracking problem. In particular, we have analyzed the time-based and 
the distance-based protocols and shown that different optimal points may exist for 
these protocols. We have also illustrated the use of iteration to obtain those values. 
However, we have not yet investigated the feasibility of using direct methods to get 
the optimal settings. This can be an interesting problem to work on. 
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Appendix A 
Proof of NP-hardness of the 
Broadcast Set Assignment 
Problem 
In this section, we present a proof to show that the problem of assigning data objects 
into the broadcast set is NP-hard. We begin by defining a restricted version of the 
caching problem. Then we transform an instance of the set packing problem [GJ79], 
which is NP-complete, into an instance of our problem. 
Proof: We restrict the broadcast set assignment problem into the following one: 
INSTANCE: A cell has M mobile computers, mi, m2, . . . , rriM, each with 
cache memory of size 1. There is a set T> of N data objects, oi, 02, . . . , Oiv, 
each has a constant size of 1. The read overhead {bquery + bj) is a constant 
value of Bquery The write overhead {bupdate) is a constant value of Bupdate-
Moreover, the overhead of broadcasting a data object is a constant value 
of Biyroadcast- Each data object has Oj a write rate of XJ. And each mobile 
computer rrii accesses each object Oj with an individual read rate of A � , 
Also given a constant P G 3¾+. Lastly, the write rate to each object oj is 
given by A^. 
QUESTION: Is there a subset S C V such that the total of the reduction 
in bandwidth as defined by G(<S, Oj) for each object Oj in S is at least _P? 
We begin the transformation with the following set packing problem: 
INSTANCE: Collection C of finite sets, and a positive integer K < \C . 
QUESTION: Does C contain at least K mutually disjoint sets? 
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The transformation is as follows. 
• Let C be a collection of N sets, each set J corresponds a distinct data object oj 
in the database V in the broadcast set assignment problem. 
• Let I be the set of all elements in J such that J G C, i.e. X = Uj^cJ-
m Let \X\ be M; and for each element i e 1, we correspond it to a distinct mobile 
computer rui. 
• Let K = P. 
• Let Bbroadcast 二 Bread = Bupdate = 1 for all data objects. 
• i/r=i 
• For each element J G C which corresponds to data object Oj, let X^j = 2 for all 
mobile computers and lastly, let XJ = ^\J\ — 2. 
It is easy to see that the above transformation takes polynomial time. 
Intuitively, a set J E C consists of mobile computers that will cache Oj in a given 
broadcast period. The gain of broadcasting the object is then given by 
J2 KjBquery — B—te — ^^roadcast = 1 for each data object 
ieJ 
From the above formula, we can see that the gain of 1 is only possible when all the 
mobile computers in J want to cache the object. Otherwise, the gain is negative. 
Given the above gain formulation, we see that if the total gain in communication 
overhead is larger than or equal to P, i.e. it is a YES instance to the broadcast 
set assignment problem, then the number of objects S included in the broadcast set 
should also be larger than or equal to P. In the corresponding set packing instance, 
the number of sets S is then larger than P = K. Moreover, as each mobile computer 
has only a memory size of 1, it can only cache one object. This means that the 
corresponding element i should only appear in the S set by at most once. As a result, 
the S sets in the set packing instance form a partition. The resulting problem instance 
is also a YES instance to the set packing problem. This completes the proof. • 
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